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Introduction 
The  purpose  of this  at~  is to investigate whether the  composting of domestic 
refuse and  sewage  sludge provides a  suitable w~  of disposing of waste 
without polluting the environment.  With  the growing awareness of the 
environment,  the  question of what  processes should be used to enable organic 
wastes to be reintroduced properly into the natural cycle has been raised 
increasingly in recent years.  The  problem has become  more  acute as 
urbanization has  spread;  at the  individual economy  level,  the problem was 
still overcome  largely by natural means,  when  the majority of the 
population lived off mixed  farming.  It has been reported  (1)  that in 
earlier centuries farmers  took back with them  from  the markets  in the towns 
in which  they sold their products the town-dwellers'  refuse to use  on  their 
fields.  But  urbanization,  the increasing though not  alw~s sensible use  of 
mineral  fertilizers,  the concentration by many  farms  on either field crop 
cultivation or animal  husbandry and,  finally,  mechanization and  the 
discovery of a  system of catch crops which  are rich in organic matter 
(green manuring),  have resulted in the virtual disappearance  of composting, 
or at least of the composting-like process formerly applied. 
Apart  from  the successful efforts made  in the Betherlands to produce  and 
market  compost,  which will be described later in this report,  the  idea of 
composting did not start to gain ground in the West  European countries 
until the second half of the  1950's. 
However,  as this report will show,  it is very difficult to accord to 
composting the  importance which this method  of waste utilization warrants 
from  both the ecological  and  economic  viewpoints.  There  are several reasons 
for this. 
(1)  Although the incineration of organic matter presents chemical  and 
physical problems,  most  of which  appear to have  been solved,  the 
processes  involved in composting are far more  complicated.  Composting 
involves  simultaneous  and  consecutive biological,  chemical  and 
physical processes,  and it is only ver.y recently that  important  new 
discoveries have been made  in connexion with their control. 
(2)  The  ecological aspects of composting are  complex.  An  attempt will be 
made  in this report to show  the  oonnexions  between the use  of the soil, 
the removal  and application of organic humus  formers,  good tilth 
(humus  supply),  the susceptibility of plants to pest damage,  the misuse 
of pesticides and the  consequent  increased disruption of the ecological 
equilibrium. 
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(1)  Jrnold von Hirschheydt,  Die  Kompostierung von Mull  und Klirschlamm. 
Praoe Iaukowe  Instyt.tu Insynierii Ochrony  Srodowiska Politechniki 
Wroclawskiej.  1973. - 2-
(3)  The  subject has an  ideological aspect,  since the absolutely correct 
fundamental  diacoYery made  by Rudolf Steiner,  the  founder  of 
anthroposophy,  that the organic c7cle and  the health of the aoil, 
vegetation and  man  are closely interlinked,  has been raised by both 
its supporters and  its opponents  to a  level at which  it can no  lonser 
alw~s be discussed objectively.  This  investigation must  resist the 
temptation of entering into the idealogical dispute.  It will, 
however,  be  one  of the rare cases in which  a  warning has to be given 
in a  study devoted to objective questions against misrepresentation 
of the facts  on  ideological grounds. 
(4)  A further difficulty lies in the fact that two  principles, which  are 
to some  extent contrary,  muat  be  combined  :  on  the one  hand,  the 
authorities are confronted with the responaibility of disposing of the 
population's wastes  in the cheapest possible w.r.  On  the other hand, 
society expects the authorities to choose non-pollutant processes 
based on  the recycling principle.  It can,  however,  be  stated even at 
this stage that composting meets  the requirements to quite a  large 
extent aa  far as being non-pollutant,  economical  and  convenient are 
concerned. 
(5)  Discussions concerning the optimum  process have  not  alw~s contained 
sufficient objective warnings  against burdening the soil with heavy 
metals and  polychlorinated biphenyls  (PCB1s).  This  investigation 
must  therefore endeavour to describe the latest technological 
developments  in these fields. 
The  cardinal question must  be  asked first  :  is it better to convert  organic 
wastes  in the  form  of domestic refuse and  sewage  sludge  into ash,  which  must 
in turn be  disposed of,  or is it better to bur.y  wastes  in airtight conditions 
so that at best they behave neutrally,  or should they be  processed into a 
biologically active subatance which has a  chance  of being returned to the 
organic cycle?  The  principal question to be  answered is whether there is an 
economically and  ecologically suitable alternative to composting which  can be 
used specifically for the disposal of sewage  sludge. 
From  the viewpoint  of the space required,  hygiene  and  protection against 
immissions,  the tipping of sewage  sludge presents an even more  difficult 
problem  than that of refuse.  It would be nonsensical to incinerate sewage 
sludge in view  of the enormous  quantities of energy required to evaporate 
the water,  especially at a  time when  energy costs are rising.  The 
difficulties involved in oomposting,  which  is still at the pioneer stage to 
some  extent,  should of course,  likewise not be  concealed.  Special 
attention must  be paid to the growing proportion of plastics and glass 
present  in refuse. 
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What  is Compost? 
Compost  is the product of the microbial decomposition of animal  and vegttable 
wastes  in the presence of o~gen (aerobic}.  Detailed descriptions will be 
given later of the different transformation processes.  It should first  be 
stated here that,  in the process of the decomposition of organic wastes 
into mineral raw materials,  compost  is the stage at which  pathogenic 
organisms  and plant seeds are destroyed and,  with the formation of hUDlus 
substances,  the entire mass  achieves  a  degree of biological stability.  As 
explained later, this stability can,  of course,  be said to exist only with. 
some  qualification since the prevailing environmental  conditions  {moisture, 
temperature,  light,  and  lack of or excess ox;ygen)  govern the onset  of new 
biological processes. 
This is, however,  at the same  time the principal function of compost.  It is the 
very fact that it contains highly concentrated quantities of hwaus-forming 
substances  and  a  wide  range of micro-organisma that enables it to supply arable 
land with the micro-organisms necessary for plant life.  To  make  this easier 
to understand,  some  brief information must  be  given on  the conditions necessary 
for plant life.  Plants are autotrophic organisms;  this means  that they obtain 
the nitrogen and  carbon compounds  which  they require from  inorganic 
substances. 
Js  organic compounds  contain more  energy than inorganic compounds,  additional 
energy is required to enable organic compounds  ( sagar,  starch,  cellulese,  protein, 
fats) to be  formed,  and plants obtain this from  the sun.  Heterotrophic 
organisms  (many  bacteria,  fungi,  animals  and man)  muat  obtain the nitrogen 
and  carbon compounds  which  they require from  tae vegetable kingdom  (fruit, 
vegetables,  sugar,  starch,  flour,  etc.}  or from  the animal kingdom  (meat). 
Theoretically,  plant roots could merely be  placed in a  nutrient aolution to 
ensure their growth.  '!'his  process has been,  and still is,  used to a  limited 
extent  (hydroponics).  However,  quite apart from  the fact that this cannot 
represent  any alternative to large-scale farming,  hydroponics also caua£ ~  a 
noticeable degeneration in plant life in the  long term.  In order to tu:.1.il 
the practical function of solving the problem  of feeding.the population and, 
to thia end,  preserving and  improviDg existing soil,  &level oping infertile 
soil and  protecting crops against pests,  aa far as poaaible without using 
poisonous  pollutant substances,  it is most  important to ensure that the 
soil is healthy. 
For the purposes  of plant nutrition, this aeana that the soil must  be loose 
and  permeable to air.  .tt the same  time it lllWit  perfol'Jil  the flmction of a 
sponge;  in other words,  it must  store moisture and releaae it again at the 
right moment.  ll  thoup the symbiotic prooeasea which occur in the soil 
between  plants, bacteria and  fungi have not yet been investigated fully, 
the following facts are certain. 
( 1)  'fhe  micro-organisms  in the soil, which •ount to several thousand 
million per cubic centimetre,  loosen the soil and  ensure that it 
acts as a  sponge. 
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(2)  The  most  important aspect of the interaction between plants,  bacteria 
and  fungi is the fact that the micro-organisms  prepare the correct 
doses of nutrients and  supply them  to plants at the right moment. 
(3)  A biological equilibrium between plants and  the animal kingdom 
(including larger soil fauna such as earthworms,  wood-lice, 
beetles and spiders) reducea susceptibility to peat damage.  It is 
becoming increasingly clear that peats are alwqs a  sign of a  defect 
in the ecosystem. 
(4)  It follows  from  this that malfunctioning of the ecosystem  as, 
indicated by the presence of pests cannot be  corrected by destro7!ng 
the pests,  but  only be restoring the equilibrium.  !his is 
especially i.Jilportant  since increased •arenesa of the environment 
has resulted in the use of pesticides beiDg monitored particularly 
carefully.  The  use  of mineral fertilisers ia alao involved here. 
When  deacribing compost,  it can never be stressed sufficiently that compost 
caunot be regarded as a  substitute for mineral fertilisers.  Compost  certainly 
alao contains inorganic compolUlds  which have  the •- effect aa fertilisers, 
e.g. -oni'Wil (-nitrogen)  compounds,  phosphates,  etc.,  aoae  of which  come 
directly from  domestic refuse,  and  some  of which  are a  product of microbial  " 
action in the substrate.  It also contains metallic c011poUl'lda,  which  should 
be classified as trace elements.  (Heavy  metal  compoUDd.s  and their disputed 
role will be described in a  different context).  On  the other hand,  the 
mineral content varies too greatly to enable compost  to be used 
systematically in agriculture, viticulture aDd  horticulture. 
Although  compost  caunot  serve aa  a  substitute for mineral fertilisers, it 
can nevertheless help to achieve substantial reductions in the costs 
involved in their uae.  !his is also important  in connexion with efforts 
to achieve eaergy saviDga. 
!he possibility of reducing fertiliser consuaption b.1  using compost  arises 
from  the fact that the smaller the proportion of humus  aDd  micro-
organisms  in the soil the more  the soil tend&  to become  hard and  crack. 
!hia means  that a  considerable proportion of the fertilisers applied to 
the soil aeep through craCks  into the groundwater,  without being able to 
be absorbed by plant roots.  !his fertiliser solution in the groundwater 
passes in turn into rivers and  lakes,  where  the well-known effect of 
eutrophication occurs.  Js only a  limited proportion of the fertilisers 
applied to the soil ia uaed b7 plants,  considerably larger quantities 
of fertiliser must  be applied than would be neoesaar.r if the soil were 
organically healthy.  The  link between the biological equilibrium of 
the soil, fertiliser conaumption  and the eutrophication of water with the 
associated hasards for this water baa been recognised aDd  pointed out 
repeatedly. 
'l'hia  is juat where  cOJBpost,  which  provides the soil with a  rich organic 
substance containing a vide range of micro-organisms,  can beooae 
increaaingly illlportant for the preservation of a  heal  thy envirODIIent.  '!'he 
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nutrient "compost•,  wh~ch is quite distinct from  the fertiliser "compost•, 
develops  a  fertilizer quality which  cannot be achieved by mineral 
fertilisers:  as  alre~  explained,  compost  containa only a.amall 
proportion of the mineral nutrients required by plants in a  directly 
analysable mineral form.  A considerable proportion of the nutrients is 
either bonded  exchangeably to the sorption agent humus  or is a  component 
of organic organo-mineral  compounds  { 1).  Bow  are these compounds  released 
for the benefit of plants? 
A complicated combination of processes occurs,  which  cannot be described 
in detail here.  A decisive factor seems  to be  the fact that these 
processes are dependent  on weather conditiona.  This exactly matches  the 
"interests" of the vegetable kingdom,  which requires relatively little 
prepared nutrition during the cold season,  like the micro-organisms which 
are largely dormant  at that time,  whereas  at the other end of the scale, 
viz a  warm  biotope with sufficient moisture,  accelerated decomposition of 
organic matter into mineral plant nutrients occurs.  !bus the vegetable 
kingdom  receives nutrition in a  naturally controlled w~  from  compost. 
Another effect of compost  must  be pointed out here  :  DlallY'  years of 
investigations and practical application,  especially in the Ietherlanda, 
have  revealed that refuse compost  is the only solid matter which  piglets 
are willing to accept  even in the first few  d~s of their life.  B.y 
feeding compost  to piglets,  a  drastic reduction baa been achieved in the 
mortality rate due  to the much  dreaded anaemia caused 'by  lack of iron, 
with the result that it has been possible to abandon  the very difficult 
task of giving injections. 
Processes Involved in Composting 
Compost  is formed  as  a  result of numerous  different biochemical processes, 
some  of which  occur simultaneously,  some  successively,  and  which  are all 
extremely complicated.  These  processes have  not yet been examined to the 
last detail.  Jlthough the function of this report  cannot be to produce  an 
exhaustive list of the biochemieal processes  involved tn_compoating, 
nevertheless a  rough  outline of these processes must  be given,  as otherwise 
the  advantages  and  disadvanta&es  of composting,  the hygienic aspect  of the 
problem  and  the special features of the various  composting methods will not 
be  sufficiently clear. 
.  .. ; ... 
(1)  Vor- und Bachteile,  volume  2,  p.  527 - 6-
The  high-molecular organic animal  or vegetable  compounds  which  are 
processed during composting have  their origin in synthesizing processes 
involving the  carbon,  nitrogen and  sulphur cycles.  The  photosynthetic 
process is well known  :  a  plant first produces  sugar,  from  the  carbon 
dioxide in the  atmosphere,  and water by using solar energy with chlorophyll 
as  a  catalyst;  this sugar is converted directly into assimilation starch. 
This  process is indicated by the following formula  : 
6  C02  +  -
In chemical  terms,  what  is involved is the separation of hydrogen  from 
water,  with the release of oxygen.  From  the monosaccharides  and 
disaccharides  (sugar)  a  plant  produces its structural and  reserve 
substances.  The  most  important of these substances are starch,  cellulose 
and glycogen,  i.e. polysaccharides.  These  synthesising processes occur 
within the carbon cycle. 
While  plants synthesise some  very complex  compounds  (proteins  including 
conjugated proteins,  fats,  fatty acids,  sugar,  cellulose,  alkaloids, 
resins,  rubber,  etc.) by themselves,  animal  bodies in their turn 
synthesise new  substances from  vegetable  compounds,  likewtae using energy, 
which  they,  on  the other hand,  obtain as  a  result of the decomposition of 
compounds.  It is evident how  wide  a  range of substances is involved in 
composting. 
In addition to photosynthesis there is also the  chemosynthetic process, 
in which bacteria obtain energy for the synthesis of organic matter from 
the oxidation of inorganic compounds.  Some  of these processes are of 
practical importance for  composting.  Waste  water purification,  which  in 
fact  pl~s an important  indirect role in composting,  also involves  such 
processes.  When  the bacterial putrefaction of proteins  occurs in the 
absence  of oxygen  (anaerobic),  hydrogen sulphide,  a  foul-smelling toxic 
gas is produced.  The  smell is characteristic not  only of septic waste 
water but  also of compost  heaps  in which the desired anaerobic (rica in 
oxygen)  micro-organisms have been driven out by anaerobic microbes. 
As  soon as  oxygen  is available {an  important  point in all composting 
methods),  the sulphur bacteria act  on  the hydrogen sulphide,  obtaining 
energy from  the reaction,  transforming it first into elemental sulphur 
and then,  by further oxidation,  into sulphuric acid.  In this process too 
heat  energy is released  : 
2  H2s  +  02  2  H2o  +  2  S  +  118  kcal 
2  S  +  3 o2  +  2 H2o  2 H2so
4 
+  286  kcal 
Another  chemosynthetic process,  the work  of the nitrifying bacteria 
inhabiting the soil will be  discussed elsewhere. 
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In referring to chemoaJntheaia we  have  alre~ entered the field of 
decomposition processes to a  certain e%tent.  Generally speaking,  the 
following  can be  said of the decomposition of organic compounds,  which  ia 
a  vital part of oomposting  :  decomposition can be regarded aa  the  inverse 
of a;,nthesis.  However,  this alao means  that heat energy is released 
during decomposition,  just as heat energy waa  needed previously for the 
synthesis of the organic substances.  T.he  ecological significance of these 
processes is clear;  the cycle includes not  only the synthesis of the 
substances and  their decomposition into oaaponents for use in a  new 
synthesising process,  but also the adsorption and release of energy. 
What  are the principal substances decomposed  during compoating?  The  moat 
important  compounds  are  : 
monosaccharides,  disaccharides and  polysaccharides 
proteins 
conjugated proteins 
fats 
alkaloids 
tanning agents 
lignin. 
The  decomposition process can beat be illustrated by the breakdown of glucose. 
The  ideal form  is the inverae of the photosynthesis equation  : 
Before this stage is reached,  at llhich sugar is •breathed aw~  with the 
release of heat,  numerous  processes are neceaaary.  For example,  the 
polysaccharides must  be decoapoaed.  into monosaccharides,  fats broken down 
into fatty acids  and glycerine,  proteins into  -( -amino acids and  conjugated 
proteins initially into the protein fraction and the lactoprotein groups 
contained in conjugated proteins (fats,  carbohydrates,  phosphoric acid, 
pigments  and nucleic acids).  T.be  principal chemical  components  of all of 
these compounds  are carbon,  hydrogen,  02:1'gen,  nitrogen and  sulphur.  The 
groups  can also be classified according to the preaenoe of these elements, 
which  is not without  importance  as far u  the practical impl•entation of 
composting processes is concerned. 
(1)  HYdrocarbons  :  only carbon with hydrogen 
( 2)  Carbohydrates  :  carbon,  hydrogen  and  oxygen 
(3)  Lignins  :  no  complete  information yet on  composition 
(4)  IPata,  oils, waxes  and resins 
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(5)  Proteins  :  all of the above-mentioned elements 
(C  + H + 0  + B'  + S). 
The  organisms actively involved in the decomposition of the high-molecular 
compounds  can be divided into the following groups  : 
(1)  Algae  {can be  ignored in connexion with rotting processes). 
(2)  Bacteria.  The  principal agents in the decomposition process. 
(3)  Yeasts.  Play no  appreciable role. 
(4)  Actinomycete&.  Important  at  an  advanced  stage in rotting processes. 
The  greyish-white hyphae visible to the naked eye  and  the 
characteristic forest soil odour  are typical. 
(5)  FUngi,  especially mould  (Penicillium).  Likewise  active at an 
advanced stage in the rotting process. 
In practice it is important to remember  that all of these micro-organisms 
are alwqs present  in abundance.  They  do  not need to be specially 
injected into the rotting substrate.  Expenditure  on  relevant preparations 
which  are sometimes  put  on  the market  is unnecessar.y.  If composting occurs 
under  optimum  conditions,  the micro-organisms required for each stage of the 
transformation process multiply sufficiently on  the basis of an optimum 
biotope exists for micro-organism activity. 
A decisive factor for the success of the rotting process is the presence of 
o~gen.  The  transformation processes  involve aerobic bacteria which  cannot 
act without  o~gen.  There  are cryophilic,  mesophilic  ~d  thermoPbilic 
bacteri8,  which thrive best at temperatures  of 15  - 20  c,  25  - 35°C  and 
50  - 55  C respectively.  The  maximum  temperature for the thermophilic group 
can even be  as high as 80°C.  However,  m~  of the microbes necessary for 
the  composting process are no  longer active at this temperature. 
Mesophilic and thermophilic micro-organisms are necessary for the composting 
process.  Symbiotic  and metabiotic processes are  involved here. 
When  organic wastes,  irrespective of whether they consist of domestic refuse 
or sewage  sludge or a  combination of the two,  are composted  under  aerobic 
conditions,  considerable temperatures are reached.  The  self-ignition of grain 
silos or stacks of other feedstuffs  is proof of the development  of heat which 
has been observed from  time  immemorial.  The  positive feature to be noted 
in the composting process is the fact that pathogenic germs  are destroyed. 
These  pathogenic  organisms have  adapted themsel  vee  to human  and  animal 
body temperatures,  i.e. to temperatures  of between 29  and 43°C.  They  are 
destroyed partly because they are exposed for a  fairly long period to the 
typical temperatures  involved in the hot rotting process,  and  partly by the 
actino~cetea and mould  fungi  (Penicillium) which  develop as the rotting 
process progresses.  Since Fieming discovered penicillin it has been known 
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that certain fungus  cultures develop toxins to fight  off rival micro-
organisms.  Actinomycetes,  which  come  between bacteria and  moulds,  are a 
typical feature  of the advanced stage in the rotting process.  They  form 
a  whitish-grey mycelium which is visible to the naked eye  and  is 
characteristic of forest soil which is rotting well.  !ctionmyoetes produce 
the typical forest soil odour.  They  are capable of forming certain types 
of humus  and  of using uisting humus  to bond  carbon and  nitrogen. 
Actinomycetes work  on  cellulose,  fats,  paraffins and  even phenols,  tannin 
and  lignin. 
This  important  function which  actinomycetes  perform alongside moulds  is 
by no  means  of purely academic  signicifance.  Bacteria act very fast.  They 
start to work  in household dustbins.  Actinomycetes  and  fungi,  on  the other 
hand,  need  some  time to develop their hyphae  and mycelia.  It is particularly 
important to remember  this when  selecting composting methods  :  the methods 
selected should be  such that it is possible for  actinomycetes  and  fungi  to 
develop.  All rapid processes in which  the rotting matter is constantly 
turned prevent  the growth of fungi.  Consequently,  at the same  time  they 
prevent  important hygienisation and humus-forming processes  from  occurring. 
Rotary drums,  which  are used in some  processes,  are an example  of this type 
of equipment.  The  fact  that they prevent  fungus  growth does not mean,  of 
course,. that the growth of fungi  is therefore entirely out of the question. 
In such processes the matter which has started to rot in the drum  must, 
however,  finish rotting in windrows,  so that fungi  can grow  undisturbed. 
It will be  explained later in connexion with the question of the marketing 
of compost  that the sale of only partly rotted material as  compost  leads 
to a  disappointment  on  the part of the user and  can therefore  jeopardise the 
saleability of all compost.  "Fresh compost"  should be sufficiently clearly 
labelled. 
An  important  factor for the success of the rotting process is the correct 
amount  of moisture.  If the substrate is too dry,  which is the case if it has 
a  moisture  content  of less than 3o%,  some  important micro-organisms become 
inactive.  If the water content  is too high,  which  is the case if it exceeds 
65%,  anaerobic putrefaction occurs.  The  material must  therefore have  the 
right moisture  content,  which  is between 50  and  55%·  Remembering  that the 
temperature rises to up  to 70°C  during the first few  days,  it is clear that 
evaporation can easily cause the water content to fall below the critical 
lower  limit.  This  can be remedied by  spr~ing and  turning the material. 
Jnother important quantity which  must  be mentioned if the  composting process 
is to be understood is the carbon/nitrogen ratio (C/H ratio).  This expresses 
the quantity of carbon contained in the substrate as  a  multiple of the nitrogen 
content.  A C/N  ratio of between 30:1  and  35:1  is the optimum  ratio.  If it 
is too high,  what  is known  as the nitrogen barrier sets in :  the matter will 
not rot.  This failure  can often be  observed in the needle litter on  forest 
soil in pure Spruce plantations.  It can be  remedied by spreading nitrogen 
fertilisers or by injecting ammonia  into the forest soil (trials carried out 
by Ruhrstickstoff JG,  for example).  Although there is no risk of a  direct 
nitrogen barrier arising in the  composting process,  nevertheless 
excessively high C/B ratios can occur,  for example  if the paper content is 
disproportionately high or often in the case of garden refuse where  the 
carbon content is particularly high because of the cellulose in plants  • 
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Organic wastes have a  aigb nitrosen content. 
Both the need for moisture aad tlle aip.i:tioaaoe of tile ct- ratio u 
described above d•onrirate tile .tvantage of the oo.biJaed rottillg of 
domestic refuae and sewage allldp.  While  d011estic refue, d.e.,_,ung on 
its origin,  contains an-U:ceasi  ve _  aaount of carbon,  aewap sllldp contains 
aa  ~essive amount  of Ditros-.  _-._.  •: 
'ftle c;. ratio is calolllatecl at 15  in treall allldp, at cml7  13  in clip8ted 
sludge and at onl7 6 - 8  :iJ1  activated allldp.  '!Jumaopulic Mrobic 
rotting ia virtual~ tapoaaible with these ratios.  It ...  .,. allldp ia to 
'be  oempoated,  matter wi  tit a-hip  . carbon coat..-t,  .-.ell u  str• or }teat, 
mut be admixed,  in o~  to tri.ger the rcrtti.Ja« process.  In .td.ition,  the 
water content of tile allldp -t  'be  red.liOed to the ..  eeuaey: le'ftl to enable 
aerobic compoatiDg to t.U place. 
Both a  balanced c;. ratio and. tU correct aoiriwre oontat can be achieTed 
if an  equivalent quDtiv flf -...  allldp ill tenaa of population ia mixed 
with domestic retue.  !Ilia eqai.Y&lent  C(Uiltit7 in ter.a of popalation can 
be d.eterained aa follow,  acoori.iDg to Biraa1dle7dt  ( 1) a an averap of 250  kg 
retuae with a  water oo.ateat of QJ~roxiaateq .,  ad. 365  q  clipstecl sludge 
with a  9~  water content,  ere proclllOed. per J'eR )ller  i.Dhabi tant.  'Ibis  adds 
up to a  total of 615  kg vita a  7J1,,  i.e. 447 q, water content.  'ftrl.a  ia an 
excessive water content.  Bewwer, it  the water oome11t  of the allldp ia 
reduced to 7lJ1,,  a  ai.sture ia p.rocbaoed vitA tile optilna water cont•t of 
5o.'·  '!'he  solid -.tter in tile -- sludge .-uta to 18 q. 
Sewage  slud.ge with 18 q  solid -tter ad. am water COJltent  ccmtaiDa 
69  kg water.  'l'hia fipTe ia added to tlle  100 q  (• .)  water contained 
in the refuse,  to prodlaoe  169 kc·  !he total eolid ..Uer in tlle refue 
8lld sewage  sludge Md.a up to tM •- •ollllt, i.e.  1fi8 q.  !his giTes 
a  solid matter :  water ratio of 50  a 50. 
'l'.b.e  Quantitative Japecta  a Yol- aDd  C!!p!!itiGll of ~atic  llefue and 
s-ap Sl!dp 
Where  the quantities aDd  cc.poaiticm of coapoatable vaates are o011oerned, 
we  oan  concentrate on  domestic retuae and ~  sllldp produced by' 
households;  trade retuae is generall7 incllded in d.caeatic refuae for 
practical and statistical parpo-, ad. ..  t  i.nd:utrial retuae ia not 
aui  table for  compostfD«.  LAuNr,  a  •parate at.q will haft to 'be  ud.e to 
ucer"tain the extent to which ...  -. tr.  el..,.terhoua  .. ad fact017 farming 
could be uaed for coaporii.Dc. 
.  .. ; ... 
(1)  J..  von HirachheJd.t  t  Die l:c.poetierac TOD 11111  1IDd. Diraclal-. 
{1973  Breslaa Conterenoe) 
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There is remarkably little difference between the figures given for 
quantities per inhabitant in international publications.  Here  are some 
examples  :  according to the enviromaent report produced by the Government 
of the Federal Republic of Germany,  domestic refuse arisings in the 
Federal Republic of Germany  in 1971  ranged :from  189  kg per inhabitant per 
year in -~~Qipalities with fewer than 20,000 inhabitants,  to 265  kg in 
municipalities with 10,000 or more  i.Jahabitants.  A8  a  weighted average, 
refuse arisings amounted to 234  kg per inhabitant per year.  J.ocord.irlg to 
a  study made  in the United Kingdom  ( 1},  arisings of domestic and trade 
refuse per inhabitant per year for all areas  in England in 1968/69 
averaged 292  kg.  The  figures rarlged  from  259  to 367  kg.  Almost  the  same 
figures  w~re obtained for the Scottish cities of Edinburgh and Olasgow. 
Reference is made  in the ••e study to an international comparison 
according to which  in 1967  weekly refuse arisings for a  household of three 
persona ranged between  11  and  17  kg.  This represents annual  arisings of 
208.6 kg per person.  If it is assumed that since  1967  specific refuse 
ari·sings have risen by ~  per year,  the figure of 294  kg is reached after 
seven years.  However,  on the basis of longer term forecasts,  a  slower 
rate of growth of the weight  of refuse must  be usuaed,  as the proportion 
of specific heavy ash  (Changeover  from  coal heating to other sources of 
energy) has declined and the proportion of specific light plastics and  paper 
haa grown with the increased use of packaging materials.  Jsswain& one-half 
of that ratio of increase,  i.e.  2.5~, specific arisings would increase to 
248  kg in seven years.  This is almost  identical to the generally favoured 
figure of 250  kg per inhabitant per year adopted for the Federal Republic 
of Germany  by most  authors.  Information produced by the Department  of Local 
Government  in Dublin for the Republic of Ireland gives the following quantities 
of wastes disposed of for the population : 
Inhabitants  Refuse per  inhabitant 
per year 
Dublin City  268,000  264 
County Dublin  231,000  260 
Cork  57,000  246 
Ireland (total}  1,870,000  256 
The  preamble to the Betherland.s  Waste  Disposal  Law  (21  Jlarch  1975)  states 
that 3.9 million tonnea of domestic and trade retue are generated every 
year in the •etherlanda, which represents 280 kg per inhabitant.  Bare,  too, 
the figure differs very little from  the generally favoured figures  adopted 
in other countries. 
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(1)  Department  of the Environment  s  Refuse Disposal,  London  1971 - 12-
If domestic refuse ar1sLngs are estimated at between  250  kg  (a)  and 
300  kg  (b),  the following calculations can be made  for  the EEC  Member 
States  : 
{in •ooo  tonnes)  a  b 
Federal Republic of Germany  15,493  18,592 
France  13,033  15,640 
Italy  13,725  16,470 
Netherlands  3,359  4,032 
Belgium  2,436  2,923 
Luxembourg  88  106 
United Kingdom  14,005  16,806 
Ireland  763  915 
Denmark  1  '256  1,507 
The  larger quantities indicated under  (b)  would  seem  to take  into account 
longer-term growth.  Sensationalist reports of an allegedly avalanche-
like development  of a  torrent of waste must  be  contradicted here.  There 
has already been  a  very considerable slow-down  in recent years.  This is 
due  not  only to the energy crisis and  to the deterioration in the economic 
situation since  1973  which  is expected to show  signs of recovery by the 
end  of 1976.  It can  also be attributed to the stagnation in population 
growth which  has  been recorded in several countries,  and  to the fact that 
saturation point has  been reached where  the  consumption of foodstuffs 
requiring large quantities of packaging material is concerned.  Furthermore, 
in most  of the  EEC  Member  States,  the main  reason for the flood of packaging 
materials and  therefore also of refuse,  i.e. the  change-over  from  service 
to self-service in the retail trade,  has by now  largely been completed. 
It is in this light that the estimates produced by experts as material for 
the Environment  Programme  of the Federal Republic of Germany,  which  give 
figures of between  300  and  500  kg per inhabitant per year in the Federal 
Republic of Germany  by  1980,  will probably have  to be  viewed.  These 
figures represent  increases of 8.5 and  7.4%  per year respectively,  compared 
with the figures  of 200  to 350  kg given for  1975•  However,  the experts  (1) 
themselves state that  :  "The  measurements  and  investigations carried out 
hitherto are unsatisfactory and  enable neither a  reliable survey nor  a 
sufficiently accurate forecast  to be  made,  because they  : 
... ; ... 
(1) Materialien zum  Umweltprogramm  der Bundesregierung,  p.  41 - 1.3  -
(a)  are based on  differing definitions of terms  and methods  of 
analysis, 
(b)  have not  been carried out sufficiently frequently to guarantee 
representative results,  and 
(c)  have not  been repeated at regular  intervals." 
It is not  only the total volume  of refuse which  is important  in connexion 
with composting,  but  also its composition.  The  following table has been 
drawn  up  on  the basis of  : 
(a)  documents  produced by the DUsseldorf municipal authorities, 
(b)  information provided by the Hamburg  authorities, 
(c)  a  computer forecast  for the Federal Republic of Germ~, 
produced for the Federal Government  by the Battelle-Institut, 
(d)  calculations made  by the Technische Hochsohule,  Aachen. 
% 
Paper, 
cardboard 
Glass 
Metal 
Plastic 
Textiles 
Organic ki  tohen 
wastes 
Fine refuse 
Other wastes 
Federal Republic 
of Germany 
28 
9 
7 
3 
3 
15 
28 
7 
Aachen 
30.8 
13.5 
6.9 
4·5 
1.6 
16.6  ) 
22.0  ) 
4.1 
DUsseldorf 
27.8 
16.4 
4·4 
6.2 
3.1 
38.0  ) 
) 
Hamburg 
32.0 
17.0 
4.0 
5-5 
3.0 
35.0 
By  w~ of a  qualifying statement,  it must  be pointed out that the figures 
are not directly comparable.  What  part is played in a  town,  for  example, 
by warehouses  and  out-price supermarkets which  produce  large quantities of 
packaging materials?  What  periods of time  are  covered in each case,  so that 
seasonal fluctuations  can be  taken into account? 
Nevertheless,  the similarity between the figures  is striking.  Remarkable 
similarities are also apparent  at international level.  In the "Report 
on  Refuse Disposal"  {London  1971)  the  composition of domestic and trade 
refuse generated in fifteen local authority areas in the United Kingdom 
is described.  The  table is also interesting becauae the  information extends 
back to the pre-war period. 
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%  1935/36  1963  1967  1968 
Ash  and  f~ne refuse  56.98  38.83  30.95  21.89 
Org~io kitchen wastes  13.71  14.07  15.50  17.61 
Paper  14.29  23.03  29.50  36.91 
lie  tal  4.00  8.02  a.oo  8.87 
'l'extil••  1.89  2.61  2.10  2.35 
Gla.aa  3.36  8.56  8.10  9.11 
Plaatioa  1.15  1.12 
Unolaaaified  5·11  4.88  4.70  2.14 
This list reveals clearly how,  with the IJ'OWing dominance of oil and 
gas heattQg,  the proportion of ash in refuse has declined ~ly. 
J.  very marked  increase has been reoordec:l for the proportion of paper 
in refuse.  This is essentially a  result of increasing sales of wrapped 
goods,  although it is at the same  tiJBe  a  result of the decline in the use 
ot coal-tired and  coke-fired doaeatic heating a)'llteaa,  which formerly 
burned a  large proportion of combustible household wastes.  Jlthough the 
propOrtion of metal has risen compared with the pre-war period {more  cans), 
it nev,rthelesa remained fairly stable in the 1960's.  The  increase in 
the proportion of glass is also striking.  It could mark the beginning of 
the non-returnable bottle era.  !he proportion of plastics m~  well 
continue to increase in the 1970's. 
How  does the composition of refuse and/or the trend in this composition 
affect the possibilities of composting?  !his is more  or less equivalent 
to asking how  suitable domestic refuse is for oomposting.  Microbial 
decomposition is axiomatically possible for kitchen wastes of animal  or 
vege~able ~igin, and also for garden refuse  (which has,  unfortunately, 
not been indicated separately in the tables and which should not be 
underestimated vi  th the increase in small gardens  around ·private houses). 
Natural textiles  (wool,  cotton,  linen and silk) can be decomposed without 
any problem.  Paper and  cardboard are also good for composting.  With 
wood,  •illboard,  leather and bones it is primarily a  question of 
comminuting the refUse first.  If the refuse is communuted  sufficiently, 
to a  diameter of approximately 2 - 3  em,  the particle surface area is large 
enough to be attacked by micro-organisJBS. 
Plutto•, glass,  earthenware,  porcelain and metal are never compostable. 
This does Jl.Ot  mean,  of course,  that theae groups of substances must  be 
removed  completely from  the matter to be composted.  Iron and non-ferrous 
metala JIUt be recovered for econOJRic  reasons,  for a  start.  !'here is 
al  wqs  sc;»me  revenue to be  obtained from sales of scrap metal,  although 
it must  be remembered that the scrap aetal recovered from refuse,  which 
consists primarily of tin or aluminium  cans, bottle tops  and  similar 
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types  of small metal  items,  comprises  some  of the lowest-grade scrap metal 
available on  the market. 
Although  glass is not directly compostable,  nevertheles• the aversion shown 
by gardeners,  foresters and  farmers  towards  gl~s f8S~4ues in compost  is 
based largely on  preconceived ideas.  If the rotting IXle.tter  is ground 
sufficiently and  the fresh compost  has enough  time to mature after the 
hygienising preliminary rotting process,  the sharp edges  of the glass 
splinters a;re  worn  8J1183'  by both mechanical  (friction during movement  of the 
material)  and microbial action.  It might  be  advisable to extract the glass 
by air separation when  manufacturing garden mould  for ornamental gardens 
and  domestic purposes.  However,  small glass splinters in compost  are just 
as aafe where  the reclamation of waste  land,  quarries,  etc. is concerned 
as for the grassing of motorw~ embankments  or for supplying humus  to 
grassland.  Many wine-growers  even  consider the reflexions of light given 
off by the numerous  small splinters on  the surface of the soil to be 
beneficial.  However,  the principal effect of glass splinters,  like 
earthenware and  porcelain splinters, is to loosen the soil.  T.his  is 
particularly beneficial in places with heavy  cl~ soil.  If the proportion 
of glass were  to increase further from  the current figure of 9 - 10'fo,  this 
would  of course mean  that there would  be a  corresponding d.eorease  in the 
proportion of biologically active organic substances.  However,  exaggerated 
forecasts  should not be made.  No  further major fluctuations in substitution 
possibilities in the packaging sector between glass, tin,  light metal and 
plastics are to be  expected.  Furthermore,  the growth  curve for waste glass 
arisings resulting from  the  increasing dominance  of non-returnable bottles 
has  levelled off considerably. 
The  proportion of plastics in domestic refuse will probably continue to 
increase.  Speculation as  to whether strains of bacteria will develop which 
will also be  capable of decomposing plastics is of no  help at present as 
far as the  implementation of practical solutions is concerned.  Hevertheless, 
it is to be hoped  that experiments  such as those carried out by Dr.  Peter 
Chrometzka  {University of Saarbrucken)  and  Franz X.  Kneer with regard to the 
decomposability of thermoplasttes and  thermosetting plastics in the bioreactors 
in the Blaubeuren refuse  composting plant will be  followed up,  and their 
scope  extended.  Polyethylene,  polyvinyl chloride,  aminoplastic  and 
phenoplastic foils and  sheets were  left to rot for xarying lengths of time 
{up  to twenty-one dqs) at temperatures of up  to 80  C at depths  of 50  and 
100  em.  Dense  colonies of aotinomycetes  formed,  in particular Actinomzces 
globisporus albus.  The  authors also observed surface roughnesses  in the case 
of polyethylene and  polyv~l chloride and  found  severe attaCks in that of 
aminoplastics  and  phenoplastics,  with the result that carrier-bags,  generally 
made  of polyethylene,  virtually disappear at the latest during subsequent 
rotting process  in windrows.  In the fresh compost  resulting from  the 
preliminary rotting process the carrier-bags are reduced to a  thin, retiform 
consistency.  This  can be  attributed primarily to the fact that the 
plasticizer is attacked by heat  and  probably also by  chemicals.  Stronger 
plastic containers must  be extracted before or after the hygienization process  • 
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At  this point reference should be made  to an objection which is constantly 
being raised against composting in connexion with glass and  plastic 
wastes  :  it is said that  incineration is preferable to composting as this is 
the only really effective w~  of disposing of glass  and  plastics.  In actual 
fact,  however,  glass presents considerable problems  on  the  incinerator grid, 
as it becomes  doughy,  settles between the grid bars and  impedes  the 
incineration process.  The  incineration of polyvinyl chloride causes 
considerable pollution as chlorine or hydroged  chloride  (hydrochloric acid) 
are produced.  Consequently,  as far as the harmless disposal of glass and 
plastics is concerned,  incineration is at least no  less problematic than 
composting.  On  the basis of the generally accepted theory that  15  - 20 % 
of the refuse over  and  above  its metal  content must  be extracted,  only 
relatively small quantities are left for disposal,  even in fairly large 
municipalities,  and  these  can be used without  exception for land-fill 
purposes  (controlled tipping). 
Another  possibility,  of course,  is to pulverize all the refuse  (after 
recovering any metal),  whereby plastics are torn,  ground or smashed  into 
particles of only a  few  centimetres,  or even millimetres,  in diameter. 
Plast  ios wastes which  are reduced to granulated form  oan be used without 
hesitation at least for  land reclamation or for the preservation of the 
countryside.  Here,  too,  they have the effect of loosening the soil. 
A further increase m~  be expected in the proportion of paper in refuse. 
Paper  consumption is still increasing and  coal heating is still on  the 
decline,  so that more  paper remains to be dispo.sed of as refuse.  Although, 
as indicated above,  paper is good  for  composting,  as  cellulose with a 
high  carbon content it raises the C/N  ratio to an  extent liable to hinder 
composting.  The  higher the proportion of paper  and board in refuse,  the 
better it is to compost  it together with nitrogen-containing sewage  sludge. 
Composting Methods 
Numerous  methods  of composting domestic refuse and  sewage  sludge have been 
developed in a  number  of countries  (especially in the Netherlands,  the 
Federal Republic of Germany,  France,  Denmark  and  the thlited Kingdom). 
Before giving details of the various methods,  a  few  fundamental  points 
must  be made  : 
(1)  Methods  should be as  simple  as  possible.  Complex  equipment  is not 
only likely to break down,  with unpleasant  consequences  in view 
of the unavoidable daily volume  of wastes  produced,  but  also 
requires specialized staff who  are by no  means  alwqs easy to find 
and  are also very expensive. 
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(2)  There  is no  "rapid process"  capable  of producing compost  which  is 
compatible with plant roots within only a  few  days.  All  equipment 
used to accelerate the  composting process  can  only ever enable 
preliminary rotting to occur,  which must  be  followed by a  subsequent 
period during which  the  fresh  or crude  compost  must  mature  in 
windrows,  unless  the partly rotted matter is tipped or used as 
mulch  for the  long-term reclamation of waste  land. 
(3)  Composting plants  should take  up  as  little space  as  possible. 
The  amount  of space  required is the main  disadvantage  of composting 
plants  compared with incineration plants,  although it should of 
course be  remembered  that  the  amount  of space  required for  refuse 
incineration is also by no  means  small if the need to dispose  of 
the ash,  which still represents 40%  of the weight  of the  crude 
refuse,  is taken into account. 
(4)  Wherever  possible,  plans  should also include the utlisation of 
sewage  sludge.  Whereas  controlled tipping is at  least still 
technically possible for domestic  and  bulky refuse,  the disposal 
of sewage  sludge  is still a  considerably more  difficult problem. 
All the methods  used at present  can be broken down  into several stages; 
transportation to the plant,  sorting,  comminution,  preliminary rotting, 
subsequent rotting.  Differences arise depending on  whether  comminution 
and sorting occur before or after the rotting process,  or  on  whether  any 
distinction is in fact  made  between the preliminary and  subsequent rotting 
processes.  The  methods  can be divided roughly into the  following 
categories  : 
(a)  composting in windrows  without  comminution, 
(b)  composting in windrows  after comminution, 
(c)  controlled preliminary rotting without  comminution,  and 
subsequent rotting in windrows, 
(d)  controlled preliminary rotting after comminution,  and 
subsequent rotting in windrows. 
Subsequent  rotting in windrows  which  are  approximately  1.20 to  1.50 metres 
high  and which  should be  turned several times  to facilitate aeration 
follows  the preliminary rotting process  in a  fairly uniform manner.  Only 
the details differ.  Differences  are  observed between the  various 
preliminary rotting processes.  These  different  processes  can be  divided 
into several categories: 
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(1)  Preliminary rotting in windrows  with controlled aeration.  The 
material  (refuse with or without  sewage  sludge) is placed in 
windrows  as  in the caae of conventional composting in windrows, 
but the rotting process is accelerated by suction or injection of 
air. 
(2)  Preliminary rotting in immobile  cells.  The  refuse  {comminuted  or 
non-comminuted)  is placed in cells made  of gratings,  wire netting 
or concrete.  Sewage  sludge  can be processed at the  same  time. 
Air is sucked in or injected through a  system of pipes. 
(3)  Preliminar.y rotting in mobile  cells.  The  refuse,  usually combined 
with sewage  sludge,  is subjected to a  preliminary rotting process 
in a  slowly rotating drum,  while  oxygen  is injected into it. 
(4)  Preliminary rotting in silos.  ~ silo is filled from  above  with 
refuse  {with or without  sewage  sludge).  The  rotting matter is moved 
downwards  by various different technical processes.  On  its w~ 
down  it is aerated and  undergoes the preliminary rotting process 
at the appropriate temperatures.  One  special type of silo system 
which will be described is the sewage  sludge silo developed by 
Franz Xaver ICneer,  which  is specially designed to guarantee the 
hygienization of sewage  sludge by the addition of carbon-containing 
matter {straw,  paper,  lignite, etc.). 
(5)  The  briquetting method  is a  special case.  Here,  as explained later, 
refuse and  sewage  sludge are briquetted and hygienised to such a 
degree that  long-term storage with a  view to re-utilisation in 
agriculture,  viticulture and  forestry is possible. 
The  task of disposing of the residues should not be underestimated.  This 
task can best be accomplished where  land in the vicinity of a  composting 
plant needs to be filled (tip).  The  incineration of residues requires 
costly measures  to guarantee protection against emissions.  One  solution 
is to compost  wastes  outside a  congested area and  to transport the small 
quantities of residues into the centre of the congested area where  an 
incineration plant operates in accordance with the provisions governing 
protection against emissions.  It is of course  questionable whether this 
is an  ideal solution as  the ash must  then be  transported from  the 
incineration plant back to the outskirts of the area. 
Various methods  can be applied not  only for preliminary comminution but 
also for subsequent  comminution after the preliminary rotting process,  all 
of which have greater or lesser advantages  8l1d  disadvantages.  Refuse  can 
be comminuted  and screened at the same  time by screen shredders or by 
screening jacket crushers.  It can be smashed  in hammer  mills or ground 
in impact breakers or multi-stage crushers.  Opinions differ as to the 
sise to which  the rotting matter should be ground or shredded.  On  the one 
hand  a  fairly coarsely comminuted  substrate facilitates aeration,  while  on 
the other hand,  thorough grinding means  that the rotting matter is 
homqgenized,  which helps the rotting process to proceed evenly  • 
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The  most  ~portant metho4s  ar~ outlined below.  We  shall refrain from 
''pr•s•ing ~  opinion on  individ~ advantages  of the various processes. 
T.be  deoisiy~ factQr has been found  to be correct treatment of the refuse 
or  sludge/re~~ ~i~Ufe T•th•r th~ the actual method  used.  However 
sophisticated  tb~ me~bod' if it i• applied  inoorreo~ly b~  co~p~st is 
produc•d,  ~i• is  ~o~her reason for  advoQ•~inc the  ·~~pleat methods 
possible• 
I, 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
q01apoati~ ip lf~ndrOlfS 
VJr
1"fTa'%  Pl•~·  ~ppli'~ in l4• Bethe~lands since  19~9.  Refus, e 
¥~  11  un:i.dip~~t1ea ;i.s  tran~ported ;i.n  spepcial  railwv wagons 
to the twq  ~lan~s in Wijster ~  Mie~lo,  ~.  ~efUJe is composted, 
wi  thou~ being  qo~i.JllJ.t,d 1  i"- 6 m high  wi:n~ows ~4 is tvrned several 
~~·• R.uring  ~})- ai~on1h :rottiq perio4 by grab cranes.  At  the 
~nd of  t~e rot~ins ~~io~ t#e oompost  is eCfe•n•d and,  ~epen~ing on 
~~· Wit lO  ~f~  i l  ~s  ~q be  Pllt._,  glpa ~  other fpreign matter 
are ertracled,  The  residuee are  incinerated or talc•n  to tipa, 
!!!~n:Efden system.  Refuse  pas~ea throvg~ a  rotary  ~preen, is 
mixed  with sowage  ~1~  once  th~ qoarae matter ~s  Qeen  extract•d, 
~d is placed in windrows  (8  m wide,  3.50 m higb).  Jir is eucked 
into the windrows  from  9utside for aeration p~poaes, and  mobile 
~ent roofs protect them  againsl  r~in.  The  rotting period is three 
months.  The  matter is comminuted  after the preliminary rotting period. 
~creening residue~ are taken to tips,  ~d  bulky matter is incinerated. 
The  plant is considered  antiquat~d even by its op~rators and  is being 
clpsed down  in  1~76. 
Systems  involving preliminary coalinution.  Various  ~mall plants 
in several countries.  Windrows  qt 1.00 to 1.50 m high.  Bo  controlled 
-.eration.  Repeated turning.  Sui  table for smaller municipalities. 
Gie~sn model.  Prelimipary  o~in~tion and mixing with sewage  sludge 
[n'  impact  breaker.  Afl•r three to four weeks,  crude compost  is 
~laced in new  win4ron.  Lett for a  further three to fou:r  weeks. 
lConatf!• rural  d!i~tl%£2'1!1•  &llltcially de,..loped for rural 
muniQtpa:l'i ties· ua  •  ~Qeilt manllfaotured by the FJ.hr  Mrioul  tural 
,.,c;ll~~'" fac~ol7~  Goll~q~~Qfl Qf  refuse in cpnt-.iners.  CoDBDinution 
of refllse,  &44i  ;i~n of  apprq~iate cru.n:tl-1ies  of  •••~ alwlge, 
1.  50 m high win@ows.  TurnilJ.B  by ..  eans  of tractor-drawn turning 
eqqipment  wit~ a  c,nt~ifugal roller. 
Beidenheim  (Voi1~,;ll!x) azatem.  Comm~nution by  meana  of a  Voith 
shrtd4e~ and  ~ h~r  mill, 
1Mixinr with sewage  sl~e.  Composting 
Qn  e~post pl~te~ (up lO  ~Q m ~~. 100m long)  in windrows  up  to. 
2 m high.  ~r~1•4 b,:  naeqa  of a  radial ventilators.  Rotting per1od 
ot two  mont~e ¥ii~qu~ turniqg,  $~baequent maturing for six months 
in  e,e:rat~ w;ndr~,  ~aidllea are incinerated, 
•••  j ••• (7) 
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Landau  (Dieffenbacher)  system. 
after preliminary comminution. 
required through a  pipe system. 
Composting in 4 m high windrows 
Air is sucked  in or injected as 
{8)  Briguetting (Caspari-Meyer method).  This method  occupies  a  special 
position between the windrow  and cell methods.  After coarse pieces 
of iron have  been removed  magnetically,  domestic refuse is shredded. 
Inorganic substances,  plastics and textiles are not  comminuted  and 
are tipped or  incinerated.  Pieces of iron are removed  magnetically 
from  behind the shredder,  glass and  ash are removed  in the  de-
splintering process,  non-ferrous metals,  bones,  bottle tops,  e'tc. 
are extracted by ballistic methods.  The  comminuted  and 
decontaminated refuse is mixed  thoroughly with digested sludge 
(water content reduced to 70  - 74%)  in a  twin-shaft mixer.  .This 
mass  is pressed to form  briquettes similar to building bricks.  The 
briquettes are stacked on  pallets,  whex-e  microbial activity rapidly 
sets in.  Within three weeks  the briquettes are hygienised,  and 
there is considerable  fungus  growth.  Their water content  is 
reduced to  2o%,  and  in this condition they can be  stored for years. 
When  needed,  the briquettes can be  broken up  in a  pulverizer and 
returned to crude  compost. 
II.  Preliminary rotting in cells and  silos 
(1)  Dano  stabilizer.  After recovering scrap iron,  bulky matter and 
other unwanted objects,  the refuse is placed in a  26  m long 
rotary rotting cell with a  diameter of 3.50 m,  and  sewage  sludge 
is added.  The  matter passes  through the  slowly rotating drum  in 
three to five days  and  comes  out  as hygienized crude  compost.  Air 
is blown  in during the rotting process.  At  the end  of the 
preliminary rotting process the matter is screened and  any glass 
removed. 
(2)  Rheinstahl-BUhler.  This  process likewise  involves a  rotating drum, 
but  in this case the matter is comminuted  first.  The  refuse is 
moistened with water or sewage  sludge.  The  rotting matter passes 
through the drums  in one  to two  days.  Oxygen  is supplied by 
creating a  vacuum  by means  of suction at the  drum exit point.  The 
rotor is approximately 20m long and  3.75 m in diameter.  The_  partly 
rotted matter is screened and  placed in 4 m high windrows  for five 
days  to enable the subsequent  composting process to take place,  and 
it is then sold as  fresh  compost  or continues to mature  in windrows. 
(3)  FRAT.  This method,  which was  developed in France  and  is also the 
principal method  applied there,  involves  an  immobile  cell {static 
method  as  opposed to the dynamic  drum  method).  It was  originally 
used only for comminuted  material,  but it'has also been used 
successfully to treat refuse which has undergone  preliminary 
comminution  {with and without  sew~e sludge) •.  The  rotting cells are 
made  of wire netting and hold  36m  of material.  They  are aerated 
through perforated pipes  on  the floor of the cell.  Preliminary 
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rotting in the cell standing in a  shed takes  approximately one  week. 
The  crude  compost  is comminuted  and  screened and  foreign substances 
are removed. 
(4)  Humusol.  This  method  also originated in France.  It involves 
the treatment  in immobile  cells of refuse which has undergone 
preliminary comminution  and  separation of foreign substances.  Its 
special feature  lies in the fact that the refuse is inoculated 
with bacterial cultures before it is placed in the cell. 
(5)  Blaubeuren breathing method.  In this method  develped by Dr.  Eberhard 
Spohn,  comminuted  domestic refuse  is composted  together with sewage 
sludge  in concrete cells.  Depending  on  the  oxygen  content of the 
rotting gases,  air is sucked in through the rotting matter.  This 
"breathing"  occurs  at the fastest rate at the beginning when  there is 
a  great deal  of microbial activity.  The  moisture  content of the 
rotting matter is also checked regularly and  adjusted by spr83'ing.  The 
crude  compost  is placed in  l~ers in windrows  where  the subsequent 
composting process takes place. 
III.  Preliminary rotting in silos 
(1)  Multibacto  (rotting silos arranged in decks).  The  refuse,  which has 
undergone  preliminary comminution  and  is mixed with largely de-watered 
sewage  sludge,  is placed in the top deck  of an eight to ten-deck rotting 
silo.  The  material is turned slowly by  a  stirring mechanism  and gradually 
moves  downwards  through various  openings.  A counter-current of air 
moves  upwards  from  below to ensure that the  process remains  aerobic. 
The  rotting period lasts sixteen to twenty-four hours.  According to 
the operator,  preliminary rotting in a  silo corresponds to a  three-
to five-month rotting period in windrows.  The  material which  has 
undergone  preliminary rotting is then left to mature  in windrows 
or is sold as fresh  compost. 
(2)  TRIGA  system.  Several rotting cells stand next to each ot.her.  The 
refuse,  which has undergone  preliminary comminution passes downwards 
through the first cell and  is then moved  into the next cell,  in which 
it continues to rot.  Several plants  of this type are  in operation in 
France. 
(3)  Jersey  (Thompson)  method.  Six static cells with perforated floors 
which  can be  opened downwards  are placed on  top of each other. 
The  comminuted  refuse is mixed with sewage  sludge  and placed in the 
cells.  Every  d~  the  floors  of the cells,  starting at the bottom, 
are  opened,  so that the rotting matter falls downwards  to the next 
level,  and  is turned and  aerated in the process.  The  topmost  cell 
is filled daily with fresh refuse.  The  material removed  from  the 
lowest  cell, which  has  thus  completed preliminary rotting,  is six 
d~s old.  The  composting process  can  continue in win~.ows  • 
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( 4)  Carel Fouche method.  This method is almost identical to the Jersey 
m,ttb.od;  the top five cells can be specially aerated. 
Hea!Z Xetals apd  Polycyclic llydroca:rbons 
I  I 
Fol~ow;l.nc tn.  growing interest in the oomposting of refuse and sewage 
sludp 1hown _. the population aDd by the waste diaposal authorities in 
the 11;0  leJAb.- States and elsewhere in the second half of the 1960's, 
di~ouasiOl'UI em.  the quanti  ties of toxic and  oaroinogenio subata:noea in 
compost have 'beo0118  more  frequent since the beginning of the 1970'•· 
In some  eases political bodies and administrative authorities, disturbed 
by the resulr  ta Qf various investigations, have  at least deferred decisions 
on the  c~tnction of composting plants.  Fear of hazards to the health 
pf the pop1Uation can never have been the sole reason for this.  Concrete 
ec~o  inte:reats were  also at stake: how  can a  ministry justify 
pr=oting the ooutl"'lction of compoating plants, possibly even by providing 
S\l~idiee, it in the foreseeable h.ture more  stringent enviromaental 
prQ~ection regulations will necessitate their closure?  And  how  can local 
authorities jatif)' expenditure  on such plants if their operation is liable 
tQ be  jeop.ardized in the long term? 
It JllWit  'bo  pointed out first of all that the unrest has arisen to a  large 
extent from  a~sinterpretations of the results of scientific investigations. 
The  d.e'ba:b•  i• in some  cues becoming highly emotioDal.  The  assertion which 
~  trequntJ.,r been maintained in the past, is that the chemical industry 
is in favour ot a  negative decision on compost  because the use  of compost 
would mean  •  decline in the market for mineral fertilizers and pesticides, 
is reiterated.  It DrW!It  be pointed out, by -.y of objection,  that the 
oh4tm1oal  indll8tr.y has itself shown,  in muaerous publications,  the casual 
~elation between humus  aupp~, fertilizer consumption and pest infestation. 
Howeve~, the debate appea:ra  to have become  more  objective since 1974• 
The  queat~Ol). O'L  ha.rmtul  components  in refUse compost,  sewage  sltldge or 
slud  ...  /"tuae  o~ost revolves around two  main factors. 
( 1  )  The  quanti  ties of heavy metal  compounds  in compost.  The principal 
compOWJ.d,8  concerned contain copper,  zinc,  molybdenum,  mal'lp.Jlese, 
i~cm, oo'bel t, cadaium,  mer0U17,  lead, arsenic and chromium. 
(2)  'l'he  qu&Jltities  of poqeyclic aromatic substances:  3,4-benzopyrene; 
) 14P"b4Q1•ofluoranthene;  fluoranthene.  These are polycyclic 
Vdrooar'b~ with condensed benzene nuclei.  The  most  important and 
o'bri.~l7 also the most  dangerous  of these is 3,4-benzop;rrene, 
•••  o~inogenic effect has been established as a  certainty by 
a  ~\er  of authors.  The  question of poqohlorinated bipheJV"lS 
(PQJe),  ~· also raiaed,  although their uae has already been strictly 
li•i~ed tor several years. 
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A•  Heavy  Metals 
amall  ~tities of n,~v.y metals are  found in numerous  foodstuffs, 
oonsume;r  dur,'bles ~  QP~•er goods.  According to Siegel { 1), aome 
heav.r  metals,  ·~·  cop~==~· ~~c, ao~ybdenum, manganeee,  iron and cobalt, 
ar~ even  essen~fal ~~  ~1~ and man.and  (wit~ the exception of cobalt) 
also to green pl-.nts,  Siegel is not the only author who  therefore  con~~iders 
ihe supply of ~~-'7 ..  ._~  o~ounds as part of the necessary trace elements 
vt.t  coQJpqst  •vel\ ;o 'bt  ~.,f;:c+al· 
lt ~s,  Qt  poureA,  lh• ~l~~~es involved which are decisive here.  The 
cnaant~  ties of h••Y mo"'a.l.  cQmpounds  in refUse and/  or sewa.p sludge flli.Ctaate 
om•~d.ere.bl.J•  'l'Jle  l~,..at quanti  ties are found in sewage  sludge.  However, 
this is the case  only it 1~4ustrial and trade effluent ia discharged into  "•.-n worlca  ~oset~er wi  tll domestic effluent.  In this case,  the 
o~entf•~iona of he•~ •etal' ~ischarged b.r  galvanizing plants, electro-
plating plQli!J  or 1-.mJ.•ries'  for example'  mq be so high that enn the 
~li~zation of retQae and  sludge __, be  jeopardized. 
llud.n  digest~on in ae~  pl~ts is disrupted by heavy metals when  the 
QQnC~~trations of tbose metals reach certain levels;  for example, 
cbl'OIIiwru  1 - ~  content;  popper:  o. 25  - o. 5~;  nickel:  o. 5 - 1.  ~; 
tine  a o. J1,.  Sewage  works  opera~ors are therefore anxious  to ensure that 
••~  •ludge  oontai~ the smallest possible quantities of heav,y  metals, 
!'ep.r¢l.eee of the subsequent use to which the digested sludge is to be put. 
~  im.portant  question here is ~ow and to what  extent heavy metal  com.pcnm.ds 
~  enter compost  from  refuse and/or sewage  sludge, 
..,  p.,ss  in1;o  the soil from  compost  and remain at plant. root level, 
- pass  trom  the &Qil  into plants, 
... ; ... 
( 1)  Prpt•••q~ I>f•  o.  BS.•sel  •  :J'el)fteil'mg der verachiedetten Kompoatier11.1l88-
v._~t~en •  cit' Vt~l~Dc  von Kompost  beziiglioh der .Aareichenmg vcm 
3chwtl'IJ~~~l•a1~•~ ~4  ~f4':rognen Stoffen im  Boden.  In :  Vol\-'Qlld. 
lo.oJtte:t.le  d  ..  f  Vt:r~~g  ~  der Kompostierang,  P•  635· - 24-
As  far as the first point ia concem.ed.,  there ia probably little chance 
of exerting tm'3 inf'l__,. over retue OGIIpotlti.Jic prOOM8•, .-t  :troa 
the f'aot that the poll  uti• of -.in aewp clt•wela b7 trad.e ef'tl._.t with 
a high heav •tal ocmtat IIUt 'be  prneated..,.  OeriaiD. 'buio qaati  tiea 
of heavy metals are l1Davoida'ble.  ·  · -
The  absorption oapaci  v  ot plants u  a  fanctia of. •oil snut• ia a 
pariicularq U.,orta.t point.  !he hiPer the pB w1  ..  of the soil, iD 
other words  the aore lluic it i1l,  tile lower the 011paci v  of plate to 
abaOl'b heav •tale.  (1)  Re'faM .,...  •  ._, u4 to •  na. greater_erteat 
aludge/retue o.-p011ta1 haw hi&h ]tH -.Iaaa.  1fhie __. that,  althoagb 
they mq contain certairl heav aria1 Ml.U  ,  .lleea  •  or their Duic 
character they neftrillel•• iJddbit a  1-.1- fit .._. c_,cnabl to · 
plants.  hrthW~~GN, ._.  ....... lit Q  ..tal c  ;  Sa.  !M riroag 
adsorption power can be attrillate4 to 'tile la'  ..  artWe ana ot tile 
colloidal  nbetU~CU.  I1t allldi.U.., irlle  a  a  '  ..- W17 lll..,q iB. 
the soil.  It ie ftr7 ~i,  ai t.ai, ~- ..._ to De  leached illto 
the grcnmd.w.ter. 
According te Prof'•aer Dr. ••  •  llok ~  1lle .Ap-Jlr::al:taroll..Uch• 
Institut, Univeraitit llalm,· it  -tile sillc, ~  ti.__.•,  0119per1  an..U.c, 
nickel and cadaia ce:t•t ~  u-./ref'M• 0  u•t ie 1 ... thaa 100 llg 
per kg dry •tter aucl the pB wl• 1• '  er ._.., i-t 18 U.oldel.J' sate. 
Kick mentiou aoae i7P••  of cGIIp•t ad. P,w. .........- llhich he baa 
calculated. (kg per 100 t- fd b!,- -.Ttaw  )s 
1JlawiiNit  ••• •ach  J.wrap 
Cu.  10  ' 
8  - 12 
Zn  34  87  80  - 120 
Jfn  43  -(1  42  60 
Co  0.5 
Pb  10  71 
••• f  ••• 
(1)  !he pH  value reprM  .... t1le •• 'ar d......._ (B) 1.- oe:ta.tM4 in 
oae litre of' aol'di-. ...  -.1• p.,.._ ill._ peeitiw ...._ c•tained 
in the aep.tin ap-t  r4 'tile 111u1e  10 •t  tile 11 i•  oatca.tratia. 
J'or exaaple,  a  aol•ti• ot 1D-3 ill up:  •••ed. 1lr'  tile pll ftl•  3e  !~his 
i!ldicata a nrr acid. eolui•, --...  a ••lw.ti.• et __.. tUB 
10..7.2 with. a  pB wl•  o~ 7.2 i8 lluic ar allraliDe.  · - 25-
A comparison of the metal content of arable soils with the toxic level an 
the one  hand and  with the average quantities of metal in compost  on  the 
other, is particularly informative.  For example,  a  6-300 kg copper content 
was  determined for one  hectare of arable soil;  a  16-20 kg content is 
considered adequate,  while copper becomes  toxic at a  level of 90-1200 kg, 
depending on  the type of soil and  crop.  However,  the quantity of copper 
in compost  is not likely to exceed  15  kg/100 tonnes.  Chromium  becomes 
toxic at a  level of 540  kg/hectare,  whereas  the average quantity in compost 
is estimated at 6 kg/100 tonnes.  Similar ratios are obtained for the other 
heavy metals.  In the case of phosphate fertilizers,  the metals  form 
phosphates which  are not readily soluble,  which  reduces their availability 
to plants still farther. 
Leading scientists conclude that sewage  sludge and  sludge/refuse compost 
should be examined regularly to determine the quantities of heav,y  metals 
Which  they contain.  Siegel recommends  that special attention be paid to 
the cadmium  content.  In all cases,  observers consider the use  of compost 
in public parks,  land reclamation,  forests and Wherever plants are not to 
be used as foodstuffs  to be  completely safe.  However,  the majority also 
definitely tends to recommend  the use of compost  for grassland,  arable 
land,  market  gardens and vineyards.  The  natural quanti  ties of heavy 
metal compounds,  which  are constantly changing as a  resul-t of the chemical 
reaction of minerals in the soil,  generally exceed those quantities Which 
can be  introduced into the soil even if large amounts  of compost  are 
applied over several decades. 
B.  Polycyclic Aromatics 
Siegel  (1) has carried out thorough tests to ascertain the behaviour of 
3,4-benzopyrene,  3,4-benzofluoranthene and fluoranthene in soil.  He 
concluded from  these tests "that the quantities of polycyclic substances 
in soil can be increased by applying compost  produced  from  municipal refuse". 
However,  as he  then proceeds to point out, "the wide  range of cases which 
we  investigated shows  quite clearly that,  entirely irrespective of whether 
compost  produced from  municipal refuse is applied,  the natural quantities 
of polycyclic substances in soil fluctuate enormously and  can reach very 
high proportions which  far exceed the quantities of polycyclic substances 
in soil to which  compost  is applied". 
A particularly important fact is pointed out in the same  study  : 
polycyclic substances are produced,  for example,  wherever  organic 
substances are incinerated or are heated to a  temperature exceeding 500°C. 
This is why  they are also produced in cigarette smoke.  When  refuse is to 
be disposed of b.Y  incineration or pyrolysis, it should be  remembered  that 
heat produces polycyclic aromatics.  Polycyclic substances are produced in 
both oases;  in the incineration process  they pass into the atmosphere  • 
(1)  Siegel,  op.  cit.  .  .  .  ; ... - 26  -
From  the ecological view point this is a  point which  should be  considered 
when  choosing between the incineration and  compoeting of refuse. 
Markets  for Compost 
Viewpoints differ greatly where  markets  for compost  are concerned.  They 
range  from  the  opinion that there is no problem whatsoever as  far as 
marketing is concerned,  to the assertion that there will never be  an 
adequate market  for compost.  Both  extremes  are wrong.  Composting should 
never be  rejected as  a  means  of disposing of domestic  refuse simply because 
there is allegedly no  market  for it.  It is, for  example,  impossible to 
agree  with the  opinions along these lines expressed by  the Battelle-
Institute (1),  which  has  for years  generally advocated  incineration rather 
than composting.  It cannot be  said that there is no  market  for a  product 
when  no  system has yet been developed for marketing that product.  The 
Vuilafvoer Maatschappij  in Amsterdam,  for  example,  has  had  good 
experience with the marketing and  sale of compost;  the company's 
activities will be described later.  France has also had  considerable 
experience with  the satisfactory marketing of compost  to its wine-growing 
industry.  {Von  Hirschheydt  stu~ on  compost  in France).  In the Federal 
Republic  of Germany  there are several examples  of successful sales  of 
compost,  such as in the Duisburg-Krefeld area b,y  the Duisburg-Huckingen 
composting plant or in the  Kreuznach  region,  in Blaubeuren,  in Wiesloch 
near Heidelberg or in Schweinfurt.  This is b.y  no means  an  exhaustive list 
of all the plants in operation which  market  compost  successfully. 
On  the  other hand,  it is misleading to state a  priori that no  problems 
are  involved in the marketing of compost.  Poor compost  which  has  not 
matured sufficiently,  which  easily becomes  anaerobic  {putrid) and  emits 
a  strong odour  and  is, moreover,  difficult to spread,  cannot have  the 
effect of promoting sales.  Once  confronted with these products,  farmers 
will  al~s reject compost  as  a  soil-improver.  Nor  will  they accept  the 
justifiable claim that compost  which  has  not yet matured  and  is partly 
anaerobic will soon become  aerobic again once  it is applied to the soil, 
as a  result of the abundant  supplies of oxygen  and  the activity of the 
microbes  in the soil, and  will pl~ its full role as  a  soil-improver. 
Past experience has ahown  one  factor,  which  was  aot appreciated at first, 
to be  of vital importance  where  the saleabilit,y of co~ost produced  from 
domestic  refuse and sewage  sludge is concerned  :  the attitude of composting 
plant operator• towards  the product and/or ita raw material,  refuse.  Here, 
too,  there are two  extremes. 
.  .. ; ... 
{1)  Abbaubare  KUnststoffe und  MUllprobleme,  P•  11 -n-
In the first cue the idea of wute diapoaal ill ...  t  illpartant  J  the 
quali  1;y  of the product, and more  eapeoialq the clenlopMilt of markets, 
is neglected.  Experience has shown  thai a  e.plcvee or official who  is 
neither trained nor experienced in aellbg is otten ud.e  respcm~~ible for 
sales.  It is obvious that nch a  poliCJ" is dooaed to failure.  At the 
other •%lJ:'eme,  only the production and sale of a  soil-illlprover is in the 
forefront,  and the function of diapostn« of 4ameatic retaae aDd  aeW&88 
al.tp is neglected.  In such cases plants ~  be coutracted. which involve 
abo~verage capital u:peDditare and a:penditure on staff lihile their 
cap-.oi v is lower than the volume  of retue and se-.p aludp pne~ted. 
In addi  ~ion, such a  large proportion of the retue is extracted before 
the composting process in order to gaarantee pod qu.li'Q" c011poat  that 
new tipping ~d  incineration problems arise. 
A balance is therefore neoessar,r,  oambiDing a  procesa .Dich ia  technical~ 
as simple aa possible to enable a  large proportion of the retue to be 
treated together with sewage  sludge and 7ield a  good product,  vi  th an 
effeoti  ve marketing system.  This taalt oanot 1M  entruted to a  team llhich 
has received, fXoellent ~  in adwiD:Iatn.tion but baa  no experience 
whatsoe~ of marketing and sales. 
J.gricul  tural organisaticma plq a  kq role in the market:I.Dg  of co.poat. 
Ho,.ver,  in the Federal Republic of GerMJQ"  at leut, the createat 
opposition to composting has so tar o_. fr• &lric.:ltval organisationa. 
This is understandable in view of the 'bad aperi81l0e ldrl.ch thq have had 
with the application of non-oompoated ••-.re allldp to agricultural lam.. 
The  Chambers  of Agriculture aad the fa.JWaN'  aasociati0l18 JIUt De  ude 
better informed of the advantages  of ca.posting ao that the,r themselves 
a:re  aoti  vated to make  recODDeDd.ations  to fuaeN· 
'!'he  marketing of compost  for piglets be •t  -.1 th oppoai  tion, in the 
Federal Republic of Gel'l'lal'q'  at least, f'r• nterilla17 uaociationa aDd 
same  health authorities.  The  question of whether caapoat for piglets 
ahould be  a~bject to the law govel'lling the -.facture and prescription 
of medicines has been raised ad not adeqa.iel.T llllllwred.  E:l:perience in 
the lletherlands agricultural sector ca11  aern aa a  aod.el here.  ( 1) 
The possibilities of selling ooapoat to iDdivid.ul o0Jl8111lera  should not be 
underestimated.  Compost  is sqld aa a  garden o.-poud in nall packets 
mixed with peat,  sand and ld.Deral  fertiliser~~. 
The  l'etherlands, in particnila.r, han 'bee1l  'ftJ!7 nccesaM in this cormericm. 
too.  ~e  p~cipal market in this cue is the fiorist trade.  lfhe  atteapt 
to introduce partly rotted, COIDPreased.,  crlld.e  cc.pGt~t u  tul, resembling 
lipite briquettes and with similar calorific ...:Lu, - endentl.7 not ve'r7 
aucoeaaful.  The  use of COJIPr••secl,  qgieised. c.-pOBt aa "baild:illg material 
... ; ... 
( 1)  See Uebbing in "Blick durch die Virischaft• of 16 Jlq 1969· -28-
which waa  advertired tor a  tiM .,. •-applien i8 aoliroeq hea:N.  of arq 
loapr.  Bxperbata are now Mille oarri  .. at  with -·  Mditicm  o~ fre8h 
compost to olq in briokvorb.  !he arg  to .Ute wparisee 11ha iaoi.Jlera1e4 
so that a  perou, therMlq iDnlatillc, ·~  'brick ir prod:aced.. 
One  major market,  i.e.  tlle ••  ot o..,.t  ~ar tile pauiq' of •t...,. 
•buakaenta, parka ad 11pori8 pat  n•,  18 a  pU].ic a.tllartv .rat.  .l 
special 'Qpe of -.rbti.q ia ~  _..  •  1MJt;1l  o~hlg  pariiea are 
pner&ll.7 repruQ:tatiwa of p'blic •.ert.Uu. 
In the.: ._'ber  Statee~. 1d.tlt tile aoepti.a at ba.oe ad •nval cae• 
in the Federal Jlepllblic of CJez  z IIIII i1l tllla Ietllerlada, thee 1• Do 
compost bduatrJ' u  nell.  Ina  11 slJrr, .NI!!lai.ai Gptlt'ia.ce lau 'beea 
pined. froa tile wri._ illdi'riimal ,-·•  'I'« &I  z  ~1- to 1te 
fornl.ated. 'tdlich IIUt ••  De ...  , I  t:lwt IL · 
(1) 
Couecpa.a:tq, aeae-nr poa•i'ble OUIIp•t ..a•  1M  b1  ported cml7  crnr 
short diataacea.  ~·in  itllel.f __  ,.  .._.. ....  ..U.C plaat operators, 
al•oat allf8l'8 public bodi" (local ..  lll«ltiea, --=i&ti- of local 
govermaent  1mi:ta, repOD&l  or -.U--.1 at~Mkiti.•) Uaald. look for .arketa, 
tor a  larp pari of their oa~~p•t .t  JAat• i1l the YiciJd.  V•  0.-poet em be 
ued for  :  aport•  gr011Dd.a,  para, plarp•  «•,  o1a teri.•, .micipal 
prdeu, ca.nnal forests, pee. ~~pace. ia ..., ll-iltc ~,  road 
UlbaDbteata. 
'-..e..t:t; "2  ..... N1ate to caltiw.tiaa. lllhich 
d.oea  not produce c~  ti•  ~- '  ---.u-.  lflrl8 ...., that the 
pro'bl• of the llanaf\ll eftect. ~  'llllr t  o _..,  • ..a poqchlorilaa-ted 
biphe!Q'l8 preeat Deft%' a:ri.HL  M  at&  z;t ...  ·&1'1 1117 Hen .ad.e iD the 
ti:rat aection ot thia report to -... -.  - :paltlU.ti- ema:erate the 
clazager8  of these 81lbataac••  · 
The  statement that c011post d.- 1lOt -..I  ..U .n,  ll•enr, 'be  qu.lified. 
The  higher the procllaction -.1.we per ..ai--.  ~the  cropa to De treated with 
OOJBp08tt  the f'llrtiler the Callpori Gla b•al.  ~  Mp-H or -.twi'Q' i8 &lao 
imporiaat in thi• cODDezf-.  BeN 18 - illp• at  G~~~ple 1  tile Ietherlaada 
OOJIPaJV'  Vuilatv'oer ....  ohappij 1a. a ... 
0
S71 ..... tM CCIIIpori  prod.lloed.  h 
ita OOIJIPO&tiDg plants, eariclled td.  ... ped .........  ..a pacbd ill -.11 
prden pacbta' to Veatphalia.  .....  v  s'• ~ .........  ti.q plaat iJ1 
Blaubnrtm haa been ••llillc cwp•t to .._ .....n.. U. II'OMml  tor 110ft 
than ten yeu-a, ad tide ilmUWII tiJI'  - ~  wp  te 170 ar enD. 200 1aa. 
J.  particularl.J' intererii.Jlg u:aple ia tDIIII1  ta ._ ~  c.-peri i.Ja"-tr.r'• 
Here,  u  iDd.icated. ill nr •-- •  Pl:J  ,.,  1  z..t :r.. the Pari.8 regl• 
ia delivered to the wiae-growiJa&' _... fll =  v- aa4 eftll to tile 
Pu-de-Calair area.  C.-poet ~  1rM !'a'r..s. 
0~- 18 al•o clelinred. to the 
_.hro.,...rowre iD the Loire YallQ"•  !lee  r  .~ the proctacu a1 .. 
(chupape, ...  hro.a) rhow oleaz-q tlaat ...._are proct.:t• with a hiP 
prod:action value per 1111it  era.,  ~er wllioll c•zeap •41Bgq hip apaditve 
on Qompoat  is acceptable. 
···I··· - 29-
The  fact that medium-qual.i ty compost  for products not having a  high 
production value per unit area does  not travel well gives rise to 
another practical conclusion Which  is currently being discussed b,y  the 
directors of German  composting plants  :  assuming,  as experience has  shown, 
that the best marketing opportunities from  a  freight cost viewpoint are 
within a  radius of twenty to thirty kilometres,  exchanges  of orders 
should be arranged within a  joint marketing system operated b,y  several 
composting plants.  Deliveries should al~s be made  b.Y  the plant nearest 
to the customer concerned.  This  of course requires the interchangeability 
of composts  and therefore comparable,  homogeneous  and  controlled quality 
standards. 
The  interchangeability of composts  between several plants has  a  fUrther 
advantage  :  the best time to apply compost  to soil varies according to the 
type of crop.  At  the same  time,  the amount  of compost  generated ma.Y 
fluctuate.  If several composting plants form  a  supply association within 
~ich the.y  can exchange mutually agreed quantities,  a  better distribution 
of quantities over the various seasons  can be achieved.  The  aim  is 
therefore to develop  the widest possible range of uses  covering the 
largest possible area. 
Such  a  large area can be  used as a  market to launch the product.  If the 
construction of a  composting plant is plam1ed for a  particular area,  sales 
of compost  from  another plant can pave the wq for sales of compost  from 
the new  plant to be built.  In this wa_y  future  compost  consumers  can be 
convinced of the possibilities open  to them  for using compost  sufficiently 
early to ensure that sales of compost  from  the new plant do  not  come  up 
against ~  problems. 
( 2)  Compost  is not a  waste product but a  product sui generis 
where  the original product (in this case refuse) is of 
secondar.y  importance. 
Where  marketing is concerned,  this means  that the term "refUse compost" 
evokes  misleading ideas in the minds  of potential buyers  who  a.re  approached. 
It al~  tends  to be associated in their minds  with the original material, 
i.e. refuse.  However,  it is not the origin that should be stressed, but the 
aim,  namely  soil improvement.  It would  therefore be better to speak of 
"plant compost"  or "humus  formers"  or to use similar terms.  Here,  too,  the 
question of qualit,y and its control arises.  One  important question in this 
connexion is whether the composting process itself should not be defined 
more  precisely.  The  proposal put forward years ago  b,y  some  specialists, 
that the term "reduction to earth" should be used instead of "composting" 
to distingtlish the process from  the "reduction to ashes" which  occurs in the 
case of incineration, also stresses the product rather than its origin  • 
.  .  .  ; ... - 30-
( 3)  Preparations  for marketing compost  should begin as soon as a 
composting plant is planned. 
Surveys  should be made  of the utlization of the surrounding countryside for 
agricultural and forestry purposes.  The  public authorit,y demand  discussed 
under point  ( 1) should also be studied.  It could transpire that the public 
authority demand  might  be able to absorb the entire compost  output or at 
least a  large proportion of it. 
(3.1.)  When  making preparations for marketing,  early contact 
should be  established with professional agricultural and 
conservation organizations.  Past experience has  shown  that the 
agricultural organizations in the Federal Republic  of Germany 
are never very co-operative.  Their reluctance to accept  innovation 
seems  to be  lillked with the fear of increased expenditure and  -
recently - also of the repeated and  emphatic  claims about heavy 
metal  or chemical admixtures.  In the Netherlands this newly voiced 
fear has also tended to make  the agricultural organizations less 
co-operative.  In France  there is a  greater tendency to co-operate 
as  a  result of longer experience,  and  the highest degree  of 
co-operation has been developed in Switzerland.  These  could serve 
as models. 
These  observations about agriculture also apply mutatis mutandis 
to forestry.  Various  contributions to the debate  from  the forestry 
sector reveal that, if the ver,y  receptive Swiss  forestr,r officials 
are excluded,  there is very little knowledge  of sludgejrefUse 
compost  in the Communit,y  countries.  It is sometimes  even confUsed 
with digested sewage  sludge. 
(4)  As  compost  is a  commodit.y  and not waste, it should in principle not 
be  given alnq•  Even  giving &W&\Y'  compost  to launch it on  to the market 
should be avoided  (although this does not necessarily exclude  introductor.y 
offers at particularly low prices).  If compost  is given away,  there is 
the danger that the user will feel that he is serving as a  rubbish tip. 
This is precise~ what  must  be avoided.  ~erience with composting plants 
in the Netherlands,  Switzerland, France  and  the Federal Republic  of 
Germany  shows  that consumers,  especially those engaged in horticulture 
and viticulture, accept compost  even against p~ent once  they are 
convinced  of its usefulness. 
(5)  As  marketing involves expenditure that must  be  recouped,  a  pain-
staking examination should be made  to ascertain where  in the range  of 
potential users expenditure would  be most  worthwhile.  Ernst  ( 1 )  lists 
the following potential sectors for the use  of compost  : 
... ; ... 
(1) A.A.  ~t  :  Absatzmoglichkeiten und Einnahmen  fUr  verschiedene 
Kompostarten.  In :  Vor- und  Nachteile der Verbrennung und  der 
KOmpostierung von  kommunalen  Abf"allen.  Berlin 1975• - 31  -
root crops 
corn 
fodder 
grass  land farming 
animal  husbandry 
viticulture . 
horticulture 
ornamental plants 
vegetables 
fruit 
landscaping 
tree nurseries 
cemetery gardens 
forestry 
special plantations 
mushroom-growing 
asparagu.s-growing 
allotments 
horticultural soil 
fibres 
filtering material 
decomposition of odorous  substances 
absorption  l~ers on  tips 
This is probably the most  complete list on  the basis of the literature 
available.  However,  it does not  include the production of air bricks 
which is still at the experimental stage {firing of a  quantity of clay 
mixed  with  compost  to obtain porous bricks). 
As  far as the classification of spheres  of application according to market 
possibilities is concerned,  it can be  said,  generally speaking,  that all 
mass  cultivation (arable and pasture farming)  should if possible be  excluded, 
while intensive cultivation (fruit-growing,  mushroom-growing,  viticulture) 
is automatically of interest.  The  cultivation of young trees,  for example, 
in the forestry sector,  should also take preference  over already stocked 
forest as a  field of application. 
(6)  To  be successful,  the production and  marketing of compost  must  be 
directed at the development  of higher-grade products.  The  costs  of 
producing compost  will probably not rise quite so fast as  those for the more 
capital-intensive incineration process.  However,  the most  important point 
is that,  in contrast to incineration where  the  only product is, at best, 
ash,  composting leads to a  product whose  quality can be improved  by a 
maturing process,  by adding peat or by combining it with fertilizers.  Mention 
must  be  made  of another particularly interesting procedure  :  the production 
of lime compost  or fertilizer-compost granules.  One  good  example  of 
successful constant refinement is provided by the Vuilafvoer Maatschappij, 
the Netherlands State-owned compost  concern.  Its revenue per tonne has 
multiplied in the course of twenty years, not as  a  result of rising prices 
for the same  product but because of increasing sales of higher-grade 
products right down  to small packets for ornamental  gardens  • 
.  .  .  ; ... - 32-
(7)  Efforts to find a  use for compost  must  be  accompanied  b,y  the 
introduction of a  generally accepted system of quality standardization. 
Compost  sales have  frequently suffered setbacks in the past as products 
sold as "compost" have not merited this name  on  grounds  of either 
consistency or effect.  It is difficult to win  back consumers  to real 
compost  once  they have been deceived by offers of this type.  The  qualit.y 
standards should be  based  on  the following criteria : 
1.  particle size 
2.  degree  of maturity 
3·  pH  value 
4•  water content 
It would  be useful if qual.i  ty standards could be drawn up  at supranational 
level.  Experience gained in France,  the Netherlands  and  the Federal 
Republic  of Germany  could then be used as a iesis.  Mention  should also be 
made  in this connexion of the survey of the French compost  industry contained 
in this report. 
Composting is a  complex  technology which  requires  suitab~ trained staff. 
Whenever  complaints have been made  in the past about  environmental pollution 
caused b,y  oomposting plants,  the pollution has in most  oases been caused not 
primarily b,y  the process  or by the plant but because  of the ~  in which 
the plant was  operated.  As  indicated in the introduction in the first part 
of this report,  oomposting is a  highly complicated set of interacting 
biological,  chemical  and phyEical processes.  If an emplqyee  or official 
in normal  local authorit,y emplo,yment  is entrusted with the direction of a 
oomposting plant, he  does not have  the necessary knowledge  to enable the 
rotting process in the composting plant to proceed smoothly,  nor can he 
provide potential ~ers of compost  with proper advice. 
Guidelines  for the training of composting plant operators should be  drawn 
up  at European level.  Reference  should be made  in this  oonn~xion to 
guidelines  and  experiences in the German  Democratic Republic  (GDR)  Which 
are certainly worth heeding.  They  (1) include,  for example,  proposals 
concerning the qualifications and responsibilities of persons working in a 
mechanical  oomposting plant using windrow .,..tea, which  will be set out 
below as  there is a  lack of suitable criteria within the European Communities. 
It goes  without  s~ing that the aim is not to copy  these g\li.delines,  which 
have  alre~  been perfected to a  large extent,  in a  slavish manner  • 
.  .  .  ;  ... 
( 1)  "Kommunale  Dienstleistung'' of the Insti  tut fiir Kommunalwirtsohaft, 
Dresden,  5/65  and  2/66. - 33-
Courses Jllllllt  be organized for cCJIIpoatillc plant operators, designed 
prinqipally ~o meet the followillg ~  ad to illpart the following 
knowledge  : 
1.  Complete  vocational traJning aa a  .-rdener or f'araer; 
2.  Work  in a  oomposttng plant, including analy8ea  of the 
compoai tion and quality of coapoat; 
3·  .A.  course in the operati011 of •--. ...a, which ia  iJiperati~ 
if the future oompostiDg pla1lt eperate ia to -ter the 
combined use of retue ad ••-... al.wlp ill the OGIIIpOBtiDC plant; 
4•  .ln int:roduotion to maricetiq -thoU lllld aal• teclmique  • 
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Composting in the Federal Republic  of Germany 
The  original objective of compos,ing in the Federal Republic of Germany 
was  not waste disposal but soil improvement.  This had  some  advantages: 
knowledge  of good  compost  qualities was  acquired at an early date.  It also 
had some  disadvantages,  however:  in the efforts to achieve high-quality 
compost,  the development  of methods  for the relatively rapid hygienization 
in the smallest possible area of the wastes produced b,y  a  large population 
was  at first neglected.  The  balance between efforts to achieve high-qualit,y 
compost,  on  the  one  hand,  and mass  methods  pure  and  simple,  on  the  other, 
is still a  prominent  feature  of the present debate in the Federal Republic 
of Germany  and,  unlike the attitude in France,  for example,  which  is far 
more  pragmatic,  the dispute about polychlorinated biphenyls  (PCBs)  and 
heavy metals has  for several years prevented the construction of composting 
plants which  many  experts consider necessary and possible.  Furthermore, 
the fact that farmers,  wine-growers,  foresters  and  conservationists 
have been inadequately informed has meant  that they have  eo  far not shown 
much  willingness to use compost.  Most  Chambers  of Agriculture show  very 
little willingness to co-operate with composting plants and their operators. 
The  possibilities for the use  of compost  in the Federal Republic  of Germany 
are almost unlimited, if the theoretically possible compost production 
figures  are considered.  Let us first consider the quantities of compost 
Which  could be produced  from  domestic refuse and  sewage  sludge.  Let us 
assume,  although this is not possible in practice,  that all the domestic 
refuse and sewage  sludge in the Federal Republic  of Germany  were  to be 
composted.  The  volume  of domestic refuse per inhabitant is estimated at 
250  kg/year.  If the domestic refuse has  a  4o%  water content,  the volume 
of dry matter amounts  to 150  kg per inhabitant per year.  Digested sludge 
has  a  95%  water content  on  average.  The  annual volume  per inhabitant is 
estimated at  365  1  (1).  The  volume  of dry matter thus  amounts  to 
approximately  20  kg.  In practice a  ratio of 10:1  can be taken as  a  basis, 
assuming equivalent population for the production of sludge and  refuse: 
one-tenth of the volume  of refuse  can,  in terms  of dry matter,  be said to 
be  sewage  sludge.  Remaining with  our example:  150  kg of domestic refuse 
(dry matter) and  20  kg of sludge  {dry matter) produce  170  kg of compostable 
substrate per inhabitant.  If 6ff{o  of that volume  remains after the 
extraction of non-compostable  substances which  can be removed,  and after 
oxidation losses,  the annual volume  produced per inhabitant totals 100  kg. 
This  would  mean  six million tonnes  a  year for a  population of sixty 
million.  It must  be  remembered  that this would  involve the treatment of 
the total volume  of sewage  sludge generated by households,  in ad.di tion to 
domestic refuse,  and its preparation for beneficial application in 
agriculture,  or at least to enable it to be tipped safely.  However,  it is 
precisely this which presents the most  difficult problems  in the disposal 
of urban wastes. 
.  .. ; ... 
(1)  See Hirschheydt  Die  Kompostierung von MUll  und  Kliirschla.mrn - 37-
These purely theoretical figures  which,  as already stated,  can never be 
achieved in practice, must  be  compared  with the theoretically possible 
demand.  Various  different quantities are considered necessary for the 
restoration or maintenance  of the humus  content  of soil used for 
agricultural or forestry purposes.  The  biological activity and  the 
degree  of maturity of the compost  pl~ just as  important a  role as  the 
soil quality,  the intensity of cultivation and  the climatic conditions. 
On  the basis of the view of various  individual authors,  a  vol'ae of between 
15  and  30  tonnes per hectare of usable land per year is considered 
necessar,y to ensure the maintenance  of the required humus  content. 
The  area of usable land in the Federal Republic  of Germany  totals 24.28 
million hectares.  Of  this,  13.34 million hectares are used for 
agricultural purposes.  If all the domestic refuse and  sewage  sludge 
generated in the Federal Republic  of Germany  were  to be manufactured 
into compost,  an area of between  200,000 hectares  (at a  rate of 30  tonnes 
per hectare) and  400,000 hectares  (at a  rate of 15  tonnes per hectare) per 
year could be  supplied with soil nutrients.  The  areas no  longer put to 
economic  use plus waste  land and uncultivable land alone are thought to 
cover a  total of 960,000 hectares.  Consequently,  on  the basis of the 
entirely theoretical assumption that all the domestic refuse and  sewage 
sludge in the Federal Republic  of Germany  were  to be  composted,  not  even 
the fallow and waste  land could be provided with adequate supplies of 
compost.  Professor Dr.  Hans  Straub, MUnicipal  Building Director in 
Baden-Baden,  spoke  along these lines in a  public hearing of the Internal 
Committee  in the Federal German  Bundestag {Lower  House):  "•••  prominent 
farmers  state that the quantit.y of compost  which  would  be produced from 
urban wastes  in the Federal Republic  of Germany  would  be so small compared 
with the demand  from  the agricultural sector that it could be used to 
supply only approximately two-thirds  of the area used for the cultivation 
of feedstuffs  and  sugar-beet".  This  information is essential as it is 
constantly argued that there are insufficient markets  for compost  in the 
Federal Republic  of Germany. 
A rate of 15  tonnes per hectare is, however,  very low.  The  average 
quantities per hectare differ depending on  the type  of cultivation. 
The  following figures have  been taken from  the relevant literature (in some 
cases much  higher figures were  quoted): 
viticulture 
fruit-growing 
vegetable-growing 
tree nurseries 
ornamental plants 
preservation of the 
co1mtryside 
hop-growing 
land reclamation 
80  tonnes per hectare 
50  tonnes per hectare 
65  tonnes per hectare 
50  tonnes per hectare 
30  tonnes per hectare 
50  tonnes per hectare 
50  tonnes per hectare 
100  tonnes per hectare 
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If the compost  requirements, i.e.  the potential capacit.y of major areas 
of cultivated land,  are estimated on  the basis of these figures,  the 
following quantities are calculated: 
vineyards 
orchards 
horticultural 
land 
parks  and 
ornamental 
gardens 
96,000 hectares x  80  tonnes •  7,680,000 tonnes 
84,ooo hectares x  50  tonnes •  4,200,000 tonnes 
330,000 hectares x  50  tonnes  =  16,500,000 tonnes 
358,000 hectares x  50  tonnes = 17,900,000 tonnes 
46,280,000 tonnes 
This means  that the potential capcit,y of a  fraction of the land used for 
horticultural, agricultural and  forestr.y purposes in the Federal Republic 
of Ge~  is almost double the  theoretical~ possible, but in practice 
impossible,  total compost  production for the entire EEC. 
Whether  the consumption areas and  composting plants are alWS\fB  located 
sufficiently close to each other from  the point of view of transportation 
to make  the application of compost  to the land worthwhile is quite a 
different matter.  It should,  however,  be remembered  that  compost-based 
garden compound  produced in the Ietherlands, for example,  has been 
supplied to Switzerland for years. 
At  present, in fact, at least ';$ of the domestic ref'ase produced in the 
Federal Republic  of Ge~,  and  a  slightly lower proportion of the sewage 
sludge, is treated in composting plants.  Iineteen plants  {see table) serve 
a  population of 1.9 million.  The  quantity of compost  produced  cannot  be 
determined precisely, as  the  information provided b.Y  operators is sometimes 
rather vague.  The  annual  quantity can probably be estimated at 130,000 
tc  150,000 tonnes.  This represents slightly less than the estimated flat-
rate figure of 100  kg per inhabitant.  No  definite figures have  been drawn 
up  for the volume  of compost  per taane of refuse or per oubic metre  of 
sewage  sludge treated at the same  time,  as  opposed  to standard practice 
in the case of other technical production processes,  e.g.  in the 
metallurgical ind.ustey.  The  volume  of compost  depends  on  the seasonally 
fluctuating  composition of refUse  just as it depends  on  the degree  of 
maturity of the compost  and  on  the extent to which  foreign substances 
(glass and  stones) has been screened out. 
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There was,  in fact,  alread1' a  plant with a  DAIO  drum in operation in 
Germany  before the war,  Which  was  dis.antled at the end  of the war. 
However,  eomposting did not begin seriously- in the Federal Republic of 
Germa:n.Y  until the 19501a.  The  tiret plants were  conatra.cted in l3ad.en-Baden 
and :Slaubeuren.  Both began operation in 1953,  not counting the years 
during Which  proceaaea were  tried out experimentally in preparation for their 
application.  Both plants originally ued wind.rowa.  Since  1968  a  "breathing 
method"  developed in Blaubeuren has been in operation in that plant.  It 
involves  the ue of aerated rotting cella.  'l'he  partly rotted material then 
continues to rot in windrowa.  Ca~~poating plants using the drum method 
have been brought into operation at various stages throughout the period 
since the 1950.'•·  The  oldest plants of this type date from  1957  {Duisbur~ 
Hucld.ngen)  and  1958  ( Kreuznach),  and the moat recent from  197 3 (  Syl  t  and 
Flensburg)  and  1974  {Pirme'berg).  .Uthough the vil'ldrow process requires 
more  time  aDd  space  than processes involving rapid preliminar,y rotting, 
this process cannot simply be rejected an  the basis of present-day viewa. 
The  plants in Geiaelbullack aDd  Viesloch,  for instance,  Mbich  began 
operation in 1971,  are  exa~~plee of llOCiern  open-air windrow c0111posting 
plants.  One  method  found  on only one site in the Federal Republic  of 
GerJDa.D;Y,  the multi-deck silo, in which the rotting -.terial fed in at the 
top aovea  slowly doward.s and is aerated at the eaae time, is in 
operation in Heidelber!:  the first plant bepn operation in 1954,  the 
second in 1973·  Another special cue is the briquetting method  developed 
by the German engineer Dr.  Caapari.  This Mthod involves reduction of the 
residual water content of doaestic retue and digested sludge to 70  - 74"', 
intensive mixing of the da.estic refuse and  digested sludge,  and briquetting 
in a  press.  The  coarse (capillary) struct-ure of the briquettes rapidly 
gives rise to aerobic reaction and fimgwl  growth,  and the material 
stabilizes with a  2~  reaid~ water content.  The  finished briquettes can 
be stacked and stored for a  long time and can be crushed to fora compost 
at atJ1'  time.  There is cml.1'  one plant of this type in the Federal Republic 
of Ge1"118.1V',  although auother plant caae into operation in Biel, 
Switzerland,  in 1975· 
As  indicated earlier,  opiniOD8  concerning the saleabili  v ·of refuse compost 
differ greatly in the Federal Republic  of Gerlu;ny in particular.  Good 
experience haa been gained in the wine-grcnri.Dg sector,  where,  as in 
France,  the ai  tea of vinqards have in .._,.. cues cOJlllti  tw.ted  an important 
factor in the selection of refuse dispoeal .ethods;  examples are the plants 
in KrellJiiB&Oh,  Landau,  HeideDheia, Alzq, lladeD-Bad.en  and Schwei.nfrart. 
It hall  been far more d.iffical  t  to filld ..rketa in Iorth 0er11aD7,  where it 
is not at all •887 to win cmtr the agriClll  'bral sector (arable f&rlling 
and ani •al  hubaDdr.r)  to the ue of cOJipoet. 
In this ccmnexion, the plants in Fl8118barg and Syl  t  are rather interesting. 
Here,  a  private concem llhich had &lrea.d1'  been collecting the refuse on the 
island of S7lt for sa.e tt.e concluded a  fitteeD-7ear contract with the Sylt 
retaae disposal aasooiatiaas and the to.n of Fienaburg for the operation of 
the plants.  There are  BOlle  other exu~ples of private retwle  co~rposting 
plants and,  to all appearances,  these concerns  lf'RCceed  at least in covering 
their coats. 
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LAND  mSTHIBO'l'IOli ACCORDIE  '1'0  PHIICIPJ.L USE Ill 
THE  FEDERAL  REPUBLIC  OF  GERIWIY 
SWAMPLAND 
PUBLIC  PARRS 
FALLOW,  WASTE  AND 
UNCULTIVABLE  LAND 
BUILDINGS,  ROAm 
AGBICUL'mRE 
iOODED  AHEA.S - 41  -
DISTRI~ON OF  AGRICULTURAL  LAND  ACCORDING  TO  TYPE  OF  CULTIVATION 
OTHER 
VINEYARDS 
HORTICULTURAL 
LAND  AND  ORCHARDS 
IN  THE  FEDERAL  REPT.rnLI C OF  GERMANY 
ARABLE  LAND 
PERMANENT  GRASSLAND 
The  inner circle represents  the area which  could be supplied 
with  compost  if the total volume  of domestic  refuse in the 
Federal Republic  of Germany  were  to be  composted  together with 
the equivalent quantities of sewage  sludge in terms  of 
population.  A rate of 30  tonnes per hectare per year is assumed. -42-
Composting in the Netherlands 
The  Netherlands ~  well serve as  tbe most  interesting example  in the field 
of oomposting within the entire European Economic  Communit,y.  The  compost 
industr,y.has been operating here  on  a  large scale since as early as  1929. 
At  the same  time  a  form  of marketing based on.private-sector principles 
has been developed.  Nevertheless,  the Netherlands  serve at the same  time 
as an example  of how,  even with a  good  marketing system,  interest in 
composting can suffer for various reasons,  not least as a  result of 
ignorance and misinterpretations of alleged environmental hazards. 
It should be pointed out that in the Netherlands  composting was  not 
originally based on  the idea of refuse disposal.  On  the contrar.y,  the 
original idea was  to make  the sandy soils of the province of Drente 
fertile.  This is a  remarkable reason for starting up  a  composting system, 
and it is nowad~s found  only in the Jfiddle East,  where  (for example  in 
Lib.ya)  the idea of importing refuse for composting or of buying compost  is 
even being considered.  A similar motive ~  be found  in the Federal 
Republic  of Germany  in the construction of the Blaubeuren composting plant 
started at the beginning of the  1950's {reclamation of old quarries). 
Refuse  from  the city of The  Hague  and a  number  of other municipalities 
has been composted  in the van Maanen  plant in Wijster {Drente),  described 
in the section on  composting methods,  since the end  of the 1920's.  This 
compost  has been applied to the sandy soils of the province of Drente, 
obviously with considerable success. 
A private and  therefore profit-oriented company,  Vuilafvoer Maatschappij 
{VAM)  in Amsterdam,  was  set up at the outset.  VAX  now  operates two  large 
plants in the Netherlands using the van Maanen  method,  i.e. windrow 
composting without preliminar,y comminution,  with the refuse being transported 
to the plants in special railWB\1  wagons.  In addition to the plant in 
Wijster,  there is a  second plant not far from  Mierlo near Eindhoven.  T~, 
the  VAM  plants treat the refuse from  110  municipalities and  dispose of the 
wastes produced b,y  a  population of approximately 2.4 million.  Compared 
with the situation in neighbouring countries, this is an exceptionally high 
proportion of the population. 
Intensive advertising campaigns  have  for a  long time been directed at the 
horticultural sector and at the amateur gardener,  since the agricultural 
sector has  shown  little interest in compost  for arable farming.  VAM 
currently supplies the following types  of compost  : 
hortioul  tural compost,  particularly sui  table for 
heavy soils; 
high-grade compost,  a  material developed  for sports grounds; 
peat compost  as a  soil improver for all soils and  types  of 
cultivation; 
potting soils; 
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"Horto-VAM''  for tree nurseries; 
"VAM-terra"  for growing flowers  and  ornaaental plants. 
In addition there is a  product called "Champost".  This is an example  of 
VAM's  flexible marketing system  :  the company  sells the compost  produced 
in the Netherlands 11ushroom  industry.  It is a  well-known fact that mush-
room  growers use horse manure.  This  must  be  changed after a  certain 
period of time  as it loses its ability to stimulate the growth  of mushrooms. 
However,  it then becomes  a  highly suitable soil improver for application to 
other types  of cultivation- a  largely composted material which  is easily 
absorbed by the soil and provides soil organisms  with a  strong stimulus. 
Nevertheless,  the quantity that the mushroom  growers  have  to dispose of 
amounts  to 300,000 m3  ,  weighing 150,000 tonnes,  per year. 
VAM  also sells its products  outside the Netherlands.  Bagged  goods  are sent 
to Switzerland,  for example,  a  fact  of which  the Swiss  are not unaware  and 
which,  for instance,  was  conducive to the construction of a  plant in Biel 
using the briquetting method.  Information and  advertising material is 
published in German,  and there is a  VAM  representative in Venlo  specially 
for the purpose  of marketing VAM  compost.  A graduated price list based on 
five  zones  is applicable to the Federal Republic  of Ge~.  Zone  V lies 
roughly between Dortmund  and Soest,  and Zone  I  includes  towns  situated 
near the border such as  Kempen  and Goch.  According to the price list 
(October  1975),  the price of horticultural compost  ranges  from  DM  27.50 
to  DM  39·50 per tonne,  depending on  the  zone;  the price of high-grade 
compost  ranges  from  DM  33.00 to  DM  45.00 per tonne;  the price of peat 
compost  ranges  from IIi 27.90 to  DM  38.20;  the price of VAM-terra ranges 
from  DM  39.40 to DM  49.70,  and  the price of Champost  from  approximately 
DM  10.00 to DM  23.00. 
Likewise in the Netherlands,  compost  for piglets has been developed to a 
level at which it is fully effective.  Some  pig breeders in the Netherlands 
have been using the specially screened piglet compost  for years  to prevent 
the young animals  from  developing the much  dreaded aneamia and  the 
associated  symptom  of biting each  other. 
However  positive this  m~ all sound,  the Netherlands  compost  industry too 
has suffered setbacks in the past ten years.  In the mid  1960's there were 
still sixteen composting plants in the Netherlands  (1).  Five  of those 
had already been closed down  by  1969.  Tod83'  ( 1976),  there are  only four 
composting plants left in the Netherlands: 
... ; ... 
( 1)  Rudolf Mack:  Herstellung und Absatz von  !Compost  in der Bundesrepublik, 
in Holland und  in der Schweiz.  KUratorium  fUr  Technik und Bauwesen  in 
der Landwirtschaft, Frankfurt  1971. -44-
{1)  the  two  VAM  plants in Wijster and  Mierlo; 
( 2)  Kompostbedrijf "Meerlanden"  in Rijsenhout.  This plant 
disposes  of the wastes produced b,y  83,000 inhabitants of 
the municipalities of Aalsmeer and  Haarlemmermeer.  It 
is a  Dano  plant with a  capacity of 1· 5 tonnes per hour; 
(3)  Kompostbedrijf Soest for the municipalities of Baarn 
and  Soest with a  total of 44,000 inhabitants.  Likewise 
a  Da.no  plant with a  capacity of 1·  5  tonnes per hour. 
Why  have  the composting plants in the Netherlands been dying?  This can 
be attributed partly to the fact that their capacities have  simply been 
too small  and their methods  too primitive,  and partly to the fact that 
large incineration plants, such as those in Rotterdam,  Amsterdam  and The 
Hague,  have  such large capacities that a  kind of "competition for re:f\lse" 
has  developed.  If the volume  of refuse in the Netherlands is estimated 
at 4.0 to 4·5 million tonnes,  then the 720,ooo-tonne annual  capacit.1 of 
the Rotterdam II incineration plant alone seems  colossal.  However,  the 
volume  of refuse actually available is such that  only a  good  320,000 tonnes 
can be treated in this plant.  Here,  as elsewhere,  efforts are being 
devoted to making local authorities advantageous  offers with regard to waste 
disposal, in order to ensure that fuller use is made  of the incineration 
plants.  This ~  well have affected the capacity and viabilit,y of the 
smaller composting plants. 
VAM  is responsible for at least Bo%  of the compost  produced in the 
Netherlands.  It collects at least 100,000 tonnes  of refuse a  year and has 
a  throughput  of 300,000 tonnes.  Not  all of it is therefore composted; 
a  considerable proportion is tipped.  10,000 tonnes  of compost  are produced. 
25%  of the refuse generated in the Netherlands is currently incinerated, 
18%  is composted,  7%  is separated and  tipped,  and approximately one-half 
is tipped in an uncontrolled fashion.  The  problem of sewage  sludge is 
evidently not as acute in the Netherlands as it is in the Federal Republic 
of Germany.  The  possibility of disposing of sewage  sludge together with 
domestic refuse in a  non-pollutant  way has  therefore obviously not yet 
assumed  sufficient importance  to counteract the "incineration euphoria". 
Composting in France 
This is meant  to be an initial survey outlining composting in France. 
France is of particular interest in connexion with the topic under 
discussion if only because it has the longest histor,y of large-scale 
composting;  it dates back to the Middle  Ages,  and it is significant 
that the term "compost"  comes  from  French.  Compost  was,  in fact,  compounds 
(composes)  of fermented  organic wastes,  mineral  wastes  and  lime  which 
varied from  region to region,  and all of which had their own  names • 
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The  French  compost  industry,  which  was  largely built up  in its present 
technical form  after the Second  World  War,  was  able to fall back on  an 
awareness  of the value of organic soil improvers,  which  had never quite 
died out,  to a  far greater extent than could the United  Kingdom  and  the 
Federal Republic  of Germany,  for instance,  where  the  (undeniable) advantages 
of mineral  fertilization for plant nutrition have  been  overestimated to 
the detriment  of soil nutrition. 
Practice in France in many respects contradicts a  number  of theories 
put forward  b,y  observers of the compost  industry.  First of all there is 
the theory that composting cazmot  take place in conurbations.  In France, 
the  overwhelming proportion of compost  production takes place in the 
Paris region.  According to the most  recent statistics available  (1),  there 
are eighty-six composting plants in France,  forty-two  of them  operating in 
the Paris region alone.  The  French  composting plants dispose  of the wastes 
of.4.58 million inhabitants and,  with a  dai~ capacity of 4154  tonnes, 
their annual  throughput can be estimated at 1.12 million tonnes  of refuse. 
Assuming a  5o% yield, annual compost  production therefore totals 
approximately 500,000 tonnes. 
In France  7C1'/o  of domestic refuse is taken to tips;  2o%  is incinerated and 
1  Cf/o  compos ted.  This mq not seem  much,  but France compares  very favourably 
with the Federal Republic  of Germany,  for example,  where  only  just under  ~ 
of the refuse goes  to composting plants.  In recent years there has been a 
strong tendency towards  incineration but,  according to the  observations  of 
the Ministere de  la Qualite de  la Vie,  realization of the need  for ecological 
cycles appears to have  increased again in France since the time  of the 
energy crisis and  the  (disputed) theories  of the Club  of Rome. 
One  special feature of the French compost  industry is the  important role 
plB\fed by mushroom-growing.  This somewhat  reduces  the extent to which 
France ~be  compared  with her neighbours.  The  Paris region is not merely 
a  natural and  important "producer" of domestic refuse,  but at the same  time 
it consumes  a  considerable quantity of mushrooms.  A true cycle has 
developed here as domestic refuse is turned into compost  for use in mush-
room-growing.  Mushroom  growers,  whose  traditional basic material,  horse 
manure,  is becoming increasingly scarce,  offer an  additional advantage as 
compost  consumers  which  should not be underestimated:  there are no  seasonal 
fluctuations in this sector as production takes place under  cover 
regardless of the weather.  Nevertheless,  an investigation by  the 
Ministere de  la Qualite de  la Vie  (2) has  shown  that  17%  of ~ench compost 
production goes  to mushroom  growers.  In some  regions,  such as the Paris 
region already mentioned above,  the proportion accounted for by  mushroom 
growers  mey  well be  considerably higher.  Overall, French wine  growers 
head the list of compost  consumers.  According to the  same  source,  they 
bought  61%  of the  compost. 
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(1) Inventaire des  installations de  traitement des  ordures menageres 
(situation au 1er juillet 1975),  techniques et sciences municipales, 
70th year,  No  11. 
( 2) Si  tua.tion actuelle du Ma.rche  du Compost  en France.  (Association pour 
l 1Etude  et la Recherche  sur le Compostage  des  Residues  menagers  et leur 
utilisation agricole ou  industrielle).  Paris, July 1974. -46-
The high proportion of compost  consumed by wine  growers  and mushroom 
growers - they purchase four-fifths of the compost  between them - accounts 
for the difference between France and  other countries.  Firstly, mushroom-
growing is far more  widespread in France  than in other countries. 
Secondly,  French mu.shroout growers  and  wine producers are more  prepared to 
use  compost than are their counterparts in neighbouring countries. 
If fruit- and vegetable-growing is included,  which likewise accounts  for a 
substantial proportion {just under  1  o%)  of compost  consumption,  it becomes 
clear that the general proposal that compost  should be used  on municipal 
land in the vicinit.y of municipal  composting plants does not apply in the 
case of France.  There has  so far been no need in France to discuss the 
idea of using compost  on public land as  intensively as  in her neighbouring 
countries.  As  stated in the first part of this report, public land in the 
Netherlands has accounted for a  considerable proportion of compost 
consumption,  although a  large number  of agricultural and,  more  especially, 
horticultural customers have already been won  over as  a  result of excellent 
marketing,  which has also been described in this report. 
It is remarkable that so far no French composting plant has treated domestic 
refuse and  sewage  sludge together.  Nevertheless,  the problem of how  to 
dispose of digested sewage  sludge is just as acute in France  a.s  it is in 
her neighbouring countries.  Discussions have revealed that the  competent 
authorities are aware not  only of the problems  involved in the disposal of 
sewage sludge, but also of the possibility of composting sewage  sludge 
together with refUse and thereby speeding l1p  the composting process  ( 1) at 
the same  time.  This awareness has led to experiments in the composting 
plants in Chamber.y  (Savoie)  and Montargis  (Loiret),  where  optimum processes, 
products and their effect are to be investigated.  The results of these 
studies should be followed closely.  One  important point must  be made  in this 
connexiont  as the disputed heavy metals are contained mainly in effluent 
and only to a  small extent in refuse,  this problem does not affect France 
at present.  This ~  change in future as  sewage sludge is treated together 
with domestic refuse. 
According to our own  and other people's observations {2),  one special 
feature of the French compost  industry is that compost is supplied in quite 
a  dry state.  This  JDEq  be  due partq to the fact that only domestic refUse, 
and not  sewage sludge,  is treated,  and it ma.r _also be attributed in part to 
the processes themselves.  Another special feature is the rather coarse 
particle size of the compost.  Ma.shroom  growers,  in particular, prefer 
relatively coarsely-screened compost,  while  wine  growers prefer more  finely-
screened compost.  Obviously,  compost is rarely allowed to mature in windrows 
after preliminar.y rotting in silos, drums  or celle.  Here,  too,  the high 
••.  f ..• 
( 1)  See the remarks  concerning the  joint oomposting of refUse  and sewage 
sludge in the first part of this study. 
(2)  Arnold von Hirscbheydt:  Zur J6illkompostierung in Frankreich,  Miill  und. 
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proportion of compost  consumption accounted for by mushroom  growers  pl~s 
an important role: mushroom  growers  attach a  great deal  of importance to a 
product with a  high  organic and  low mineral  content. 
The  establishment of quality standards is worth  mentioning in this 
connexion.  The  greatest progress in setting quality standards has probably 
been made  in France.  The  Norme  Fran9aise Homologuee  (NF  U 44- 051, 
December  1974)  contains a  standard on  compost  (Amendements  Organiques). 
This not  only defines  the possible types  of compost  and  the materials  from 
which  they are formed,  but also differentiates between  them  according to 
degree  of maturity (fresh,  semi-mature,  mature),  organic  content and 
particle size.  It also defines  the extent to which  additional  information 
(e.g.  dry matter, nitrogen content,  phosphorus  content,  potassium, 
calcium and  magnesium)  should be supplied. 
The  definition of urban  compost  (compost  urbain)  laid down  in this 
standard states that it is an organic soil improver  obtained gy  means  of 
thermophilic aerobic reaction at a  temperature  of at least 60°C  over a 
period of four  d~s. 
It is also worth  examining the  way  in which  refuse treatment plants are 
subsidized.  Subsidies amounting to  2o%  of the plant's costs are granted. 
Although preference was  for a  time  given to composting plants, all processes 
{tipping,  incineration and  composting)  now  receive the same  subsidies. 
In France too,  composting costs are  lower than incineration costs.  From 
what  we  have  learned so far,  incineration costs can be estimated at a 
minimum  of FF  60 per tonne,  usually more,  while average  composting costs 
amount  to FF  45·  This does not include refuse collection and  transport 
costs.  The  remarkably high sum  of FF  150  per tonne  was  quoted for this. 
Selling prices for compost  are remarkably high compared  with neighbouring 
countries.  For example,  von Hirchheydt  (1)  quotes  ex-works prices mostly 
of between FF  12  and FF  19  per tonne  for the plants which  he visited during 
a  stu~ trip.  According to the  stu~ made  by  the Ministere de  la Qualite 
de  la Vie  (2), prices range for the most  part from  FF  5  to FF  10  (24·4%), 
although it must  be remembered  that these are the  1972  figures.  40.2% of 
compost  sales come  within the FF  10  to FF  30  price range.  These 
relatively high ex-works prices,  to which  transport costs  and  the costs of 
spreading or application must  still be added,  can be explained only b.y 
reference to the prosperous  intensive forms  of cultivation (viticulture 
and mushroom-growing). 
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( 1)  Arnold von Hirschheydt  :  Zur Miillkompostierung in Frankreich,  MUll  und 
Abfall  7/75 
(2)  Situation actuelle du Marche  du Compost  en France -48-
The  Annex  to this study contains a  list of the composting plants in France. 
Some  explanations are called for in relation to this list.  Some  of the 
information relates to associations of local government  units.  The 
catchment area in terms  of population is therefore not al~  identical 
to the number  of inhabitants of the localities mentioned.  The  catchment 
area in terms  of population is not alwa_ys  indicated. 
It is striking that the production figures  for some  plants are  exceptional~ 
low,  which  could suggest that some  plants operate on  only a  few  da.Ys  or 
during only a  few  months  of the year. 
The  study entitled "Situation actuelle du marche  du  compost  en France" 
contains a  list of composting plants,  indicating their production figures 
for 1972  and including a  breakdown  into types of use.  The  following 
figures are given  : 
In 1972  a  total of 338,281  tonnes  of compost  were  sold - N.B.  compost, 
not comminuted  material.  Of  these  338,281  tonnes,  the following 
proportions were  used for the following types  of cultivation : 
viticulture 
mushroom-growing 
61.6% 
17-o% 
These  two  major  types  of cultivation alone therefore consumed  78%  between 
them.  To  this must  be added  : 
horticulture  8.8% 
types  of cultivation 
covering extensive  8.6% 
areas 
forestr.y  3·4% 
tree nurseries  1.1~ 
When  analysing the very large volume  of statistical data on  France it must 
be  remembered  that definitions of oomposting plants vary.  In some  oases 
comminuting plants Which  evidently also produce  compost  from  time to time 
are indicated, and in other cases composting plants which  take some  of the 
comminuted  material to tips and  do  not  al~s compost  it are given.  A 
characteristic feature of French  composting plants is the fact that their 
catchment areas in terms  of population are relatively small.  Thus,  for 
the most part the.y  serve small municipalities or associations of small 
municipalities which  generally have  a  total population of between  30,000 
and  50,000.  In only a  few  oases does  the population exceed  100,000.  This 
is so for the plants in A.ngouleme,  Boulogne,  Versailles, Yerres  and 
Senarts. 
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Twenty  composting plants are in operation in the seven departements within 
a  radius  of approximately  100  k:rn  around Paris.  This  confirms  the 
statements made  in the report entitled "Situation actuelle du ma.rche  du 
compost",  i.e. that 
1.  composting plants have  been set up  predominantly in areas 
in which urban settlements are most  densely concentrated; 
2.  they are particularly numerous  in the Paris region; 
3·  they are found predominantly in prosperous areas; 
4•  there is no  exclusively agricultural reason for their 
construction. 
Composting in the United Kingdom 
This section dealing with composting in the United Kingdom  can be brief, 
as  there is very little to describe.  Strictly speaking,  there is only  one 
single camposting plant in the United  Kingdom  which  produces  and markets 
saleable compost,  i.e.  the  Wanlip  plant in Leicester (Leicestershire County 
Council Hall, Leicester),  which  began  operation in 1967.  It treats one-half 
of the 90,000 tonnes  of refuse  generated by  the city of Leicester each 
year.  It has six DANO  drums  and has  a  daily throughput of 120  tormes  which 
is quite high when  compared  with other plants at international level. 
The  quality of the compost  is described as  good.  This  is not surprising 
in view of the method used  :  following manual  extraction of rags  and non-
ferrous  metals and  magnetic  separation of iron,  the refUse,  together with 
digested,  dried sewage  sludge,  undergoes preliminary rotting in drums  for 
two  to four days.  The  material is then screened using a  1.5  inch mesh 
screen.  The  advantage lies in the fact that the tailings have  thus  been 
completely nygienized. 
The  partly rotted,  screened material is placed in windrows  where it matures 
as considerable temperatures are produced by  thermophilic microbes  and with 
noticeable fungus  growth  (Actinosyces ).  The  windrows  are turned every 
seven  d~s, depending on  the temperature. 
After nine weeks  the most  intensive biological activity has died down; 
the material has become  light brown.  A further three weeks  are necessar.y 
before the  optimum  C/N  ratio for application of the compost  to soil is 
reached.  In the light of this information it is, however,  also not 
surprising that the cost  of composting in Leicester is quoted at £7  - 9 
per tonne,  which is practically the same  as the cost  of refuse 
incineration quoted at £7  - 8. 
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The  information obtained from  Leicestershire contains  one  ver.y  interesting 
point  :  experience in the United Kingdom  with the use of compost  in 
agriculture has revealed that the application of compost prevents soil 
erosion to such an extent that doses  of mineral fertilizers oan be reduced 
by up to 5o%  and crop yields increased notwi  thsta.nding.  This is also 
important for the energy industry,  as the production of mineral fertilizers 
requires considerable amounts  of oil and  energy. 
Leicester can serve as a  model  - for the Continent also - in another respect 
as well.  An  effective sales method  has been found  for the packaged 
product sold under the brand name  of "LmCOST":  it is sold through private 
retailers,  with the result that the compost  has no difficulty in finding 
'btzy'ers. 
The  fact that some  of the compost  produced in Leicester is used on  golf 
courses is not surprising in the united Kingdom.  However,  compost  is also 
used by hortioul  tural firms,  in the hop-growing sector and  for land 
reclamation. 
There  are also some  smaller plants in the United  Kingdom  with drum rotting 
systems  : 
Radcliffe {Greater Manchester):  one  drum;  maximum  daily throughput 
of 10  tonnes.  The  partly rotted material is used to cover refuse tips. 
Worthing  (Sussex):  one  drum with a  maximum  daily throughput  of 1  0 
tonnes;  covering material. 
Cowdenbeath  (Scotland):  one  drum with a  daily throughput  of 50  tonnes; 
covering material. 
Kirkormel  {Scotland):  one  drum with a  daily throughput of six tonnes; 
covering material. 
Lockerbie  (Scotland):  one  drum with a  daily throughput of 30  tonnes; 
covering material. 
Paisley (Scotland):  two  drums  with a  daily throughput  of 80  tonnes; 
covering material. 
It seems  to be a  characteristic feature of all of these plants that they 
supp~ o~  covering material for refUse tips.  However,  this probably 
makes  good  sense for two  reasons:  first~, the covering of refuse tips 
with comminuted  material  ~ich has undergone preliminar.y rotting helps 
to protect the environment,  since it prevents the formation of dust, 
smouldering fires and rat infestation.  Sec~,  experience has shown 
that partly rotted refuse taken from  the dram after on4" a  short time is 
difficult to sell.  It is therefore preferable to use it as  covering material 
rather than disappoint consumers  at high coets. 
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As  a  general rule,  most  (9o%)  of the refuse  generated in the United 
Kingdom  is still taken to tips.  1o%  is incinerated.  The  compilation 
of statistics concerning quantities  of compost  has hitherto not been 
considered important.  The  information available reveals that 
considerable reservations are expressed in the United  Kingdom  with regard 
to cornposting.  The  principal reservation,  for  example,  in spite of the 
positive experience  gained in Leicester,  is found  in the doubts  which  are 
constantly being expressed with regard to the saleability of compost.  This 
scepticism is revealed clearly in the chapter on  compost  in "Waste 
Management  Paper No  1"  (Reclamation,  treatment and  disposal  of wastes) 
published by  the Department  of the Environment,  which  reads  as  follows  : 
"Only a  minute proportion of household and  commercial  waste  in this 
countr,y is composted.  The  restricting factors  include  the cost of 
screening out unsuitable constituents  (glass, plastics, metals,  etc.) and 
pulverizing the remainder into a  fine particle size.  The  percentage of 
rejects is high.  In addition,  long-term markets for the end product are 
difficult to achieve in the United  Kingdom. 
"Compost  manufactured from urban waste has  sometimes  been found  to 
contain a  comparatively high toxic element which  could inhibit growth 
and seed germination rather than assist it.  The  compost  must  be stored 
to mature  for several months  for any inhibiting agents to leach out, 
which  adds to the cost.  However,  such compost  can be useful as  covering 
on  landfill sites,  or for the improvement  of marginal  land.  In such 
cases a  less sophisticated system (e.g.  coarse shredding followed by 
windrm·Ting)  is used in order to make  it viable.  Alternatively,  on si  tea 
that have been in use  for many years it is sometimes possible to 
excavate the  waste,  if stabilized,  screen out  any  large items  and produce 
a  useful covering material for new  deposits  of waste.  This  can be 
attractive financially where  suitable covering material would  otherwise 
have to be imported. 
"Mechanical  systems  for composting of household waste,  sometimes  with 
market  waste  or sewage  sludge,  have  been installed in several places 
throughout  the world,  but  few  have proved successful.  Although further 
development  work  is taking place this system is unlikely to have  any 
significant role in the treatment and disposal  of waste  in the United 
Kingdom." 
Composting in Denmark 
Neither compost  production nor a  compost  industry has yet been able to 
develop  in Denmark,  as it has in the Federal Republic  of Germany,  for 
example,  not to mention France.  According to the Danish Ministry of the 
Environment,  Denmark  has  two  comminuting plants where  open-air composting 
is possible.  One  is situated in Stig~ on  the island of Funen  and  the 
other near  R~nne on  Bornholm.  A rapid composting plant is planned,  which 
will also be able to be used for  experiments  to provide  information on 
possible uses for compost. 
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Generally speaking,  the information obtained from  Denmark  reveals that 
considerable reservations have been expressed b.Y  the official authorities 
with regard to the use  of  compo~t.  Discussions  on heavy metals  and  the 
plastics content of compost  have  led to the safety of compost  from  the 
health point of view being questioned on  the  one  hand,  and to doubts being 
raised on  aesthetic grounds  on  the other.  Reference is made  to the 
reluctance found  in the agricultural sector as a  result of the plastics 
content of compost. 
On  the other hand,  Denmark's  urban structure and  the importance and  type 
of agriculture must  also be taken into account.  Some  basic information 
is called for here  :  De~k  has  a  population of 5.045  million living in 
an  are~ covering 43,075  km  •  This means  an average  of 117  inhabitants 
per km  •  However,  35%  of the population lives in the Greater Copenhagen 
area,  which  covers  only  1.4%  of the total area of the  country.  The  rest 
of the country is therefore sparsely populated.  A similar situation, 
although not quite so marked,  is found  in France,  where  a  well-developed 
compost  industry nevertheless exists. 
However,  a  comparison with France is in itself sufficient to confirm 
the theory put forward repeatedly elsewhere that type  of agricultural 
land used is a  decisive factor for the possibility of using compost.  The 
Paris region,  just like the Greater Copenhagen  area,  is a  congested area. 
This  means  that short distances are involved in the collection of fairly 
large quantities  of domestic refuse,  whereas  long distances are involved 
in the transportation of the refuse to peripheral or even more  remote 
composting plants.  In France,  however,  the  compost,  generally not even in 
a  particularly mature condition,  is used for intensive cultivation, 
whether in the mushroom-growing sector or in the wine-growing sector. 
Such  intensive cultivation is found  only rarely in Denmark.  Certainly, 
compared  with average figures  for the EEC,  agriculture plays an exceptionally 
important role in Denmark.  For example,  69.1%  of the total area of the 
country is used for agricultural purposes,  whereas  the average for the 
European C  omnnmi ty is only 61 • 4%•  In 1973,  1·  5%  of Denmark  1 s  gross 
domestic product could be attributed to agriculture,  forestry and fishing, 
leaving Denmark  behind only France and Italy in the EEC.  However,  it is the 
type  of use which  is the decisive factor,  as stressed earlier.  Of  the 
total agricultural area of 2.9 million hectares,  only 91.000 hectares, 
i.e.  3.1%,  were  used for orchards,  market  gardens,  vegetables and  other 
garden produce in 1974• 
It has  alre~  been stated in another context that large-scale field crop 
farming,  like permanent pasture land,  does  not hold anything like the 
potential of viticulture and horticulture for the use  of compost.  This 
does not,  of course,  preclude the possibility of using compost  in public 
parks or for the reclamation of the land on  large construction sites  • 
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There is an additional  factor in Denmark  which  stands in the  way  of the 
use  of compost  in agriculture  :  the  Danish agricultural sector has 
stepped up  animal  husbandry,  which  has  alW"Czys  been important,  to an even 
greater extent in the last two  decades.  This  means,  however,  that a  large 
amount  of farmyard  manure  is produced which  must  be  disposed of somehow. 
Consequently the majority of farms  do  not suffer from  any  lack of 
natural soil improvers. 
Composting in Belgium 
Belgium has  a  similar  agricultural structure to the Netherlands in some 
respects;  the fact  that vegetables are cultivated intensively means  that 
there is already a  natural market  for soil improvers,  quite apart  from  the 
numerous  other possible uses  found  in all countries. 
One  particularly important feature is the intensive animal husbandry 
practised in Belgium.  According to the most  recent  information available, 
there are  2.9  million head of cattle, 4.7  million pigs and  31.4  million 
chickens.  In contrast to former  times  when  there were  more  mixed  farms 
(field crop  cultivation and animal husbandry),  the excrements produced 
by these animals,  which  are generally reared intensively in large numbers, 
can no  longer be  applied to the fields.  This is a  perfect argument  for 
composting,  since animal  excrements,  like sewage  sludge,  are important 
nitrogen carriers,  and a  good  C/N  ratio for the rotting process  can be 
achieved if they are composted  together with domestic refuse,  which  has 
a  relatively low nitrogen content.  This  could in future provide Belgium 
with further incentives to carry out  composting. 
2  Out  of the total area of 30,500  km  covered by  the  Kingdom  of Belgium, 
1.57  million hectares,  or 51.4%  of the total area,  is used for 
agricultural purposes,  whereas  the average proportion of agricultural 
land in the EEC  is estimated at 61. 4fo.  Out  of a  gainfully employed 
population of 3.8  million,  3·7%  are engaged in agriculture.  This is 
considerably below the European average  of 8. 9%. 
It is probably not mere  coincidence that the  only cornposting plant  of any 
importance in Belgium is near Ghent.  Ghent  is situated in East Flanders, 
an area used intensively for agriculture.  The  plant disposes  of the wastes 
of a  population of 160,000 in an area of 77000  hectares.  According to all 
the information available, all of the  compost  produced by the Ghent 
plant has  so far been sold without difficulty;  apparently demand  generally 
even exceeds  the capacity of the plant. 
The  Ghent  composting plant has  a  biostabilizer operating on  the basis of 
the  DANO  system,  using a  26  m long rotating cylinder with a  diameter of 
3.50 m.  The  composting plant began  operation in 1964.  Annual  refuse 
ar~s1ngs for a  population of 160,000 total  30,000 to 33,000 tonnes.  The 
annual  throughput  of the Ghent  plant is currently around this level.  The 
volume  of compost  produced is estimated at 6o%  of the volume  of refuse used. 
This is not,  of course,  mature  compost.  4o%  by  weight  of the refuse 
mainly glass, bones,  iron and rags - is screened out and  removed • 
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According to the information available,  the Ghent  sales office responsible 
for compost  sales p~s a  guaranteed minimum  price of BF  75  per tonne of 
compost.  The  ex-works  selling price is llF  210  per tonne,  and it ranges 
between BF  300  and  BF  350  per tonne  When  delivered free to the consumer. 
These prices are comparable  with those qvoted for France.  They  appear to 
prove that compost  has  found  secure markets.  Broken glass is sold for 
BF  250  per tonne to glass purification plants which  then sell it to 
glassworks. 
Another plant is planned for Belgium,  to  be  constructed in Hasselt. -55-
Annex 
The  Use  of Sludge/Refuse Compost  as a  Filter 
An  interesting variation on  the possible use  of sludge/refuse compost  is its 
use as  a  filter.  This  idea  ori~nally arose as a  result of a  negative 
feature  of the actual composting process  :  the composting plant in 
Duisburg-Huckingen,  which  operates  on  the basis of the  DANO  system,  suffered 
from  the development  of strong odours during the initial years  of its 
operation (it began  operating in 1957).  As  the plant is situated in the 
immediate vicinit.y of residential areas,  a  solution was  all the more 
urgently required.  Various possible solutions were  tried in turn unt11 
the right solution was  found,  which  currently secures a  market  for a 
proportion - which  is expected to grow - of the  compost  produced.  The 
development  of foul-smelling gases  in the first stage of the composting 
process is not "contrary to the system",  since cryophilic and mesophilic 
groups  of micro-organisms begin to act before thermophilic micro-organisms 
develop.  Consequently,  some  anaerobic processes  m~ set in. 
The  Duisburg plant worked  successfully on  the assumption that the waste 
gases  emitted during composting were  of an organic nature and that  organic 
decomposition by oxidizing micro-organisms  must  therefore be possible. 
The  use  of properly composed  material offered numerous  possibilities here, 
however.  A filter composed  of sludge/refuse compost  was  therefore developed 
in the Du.isburg composting plant.  The  waste  gases  from  the composting plant 
are passed through a  perforated pipe into a  one-metre thick l~er of 
compost,  which  they pass  through in an upward  direction.  The  result is 
remarkable  :  the gases are decomposed  by the micro-organisms in the  compost 
as high temperatures  develop.  Carbon dioxide  and  water vapour are emitted 
from  the surface.  This is the solution to the  odour problem.  The  filter 
material keeps  for several years.  Mineralization begins at the bottom, 
so that a  reduction in volume  takes place.  The  material is replenished with 
new  compost  from  the top. 
It is important that the substrate should be loose.  No  impermeable  areas 
must  be  allowed to form,  nor should any  cracks develop  through which  the 
gases to be decomposed  could escape untreated into the  open air.  The 
original attempts to grow plants  on  the surface  of the filter have therefore 
been abandoned,  despite the fact that all plants actually grow  on it unaided. 
However,  plant cover prevents the rapid discovery of any  cracks which might 
develop.  Nevertheless,  an inexpensive and beneficial "assistant" has  now 
been found  :  the red muckworrn  (Eisena foetida),  which multiplies abundantly 
in the filter material  and  guarantees  constant aeration. 
The  Duisburg composting plant now  has a  number  of markets  for  compost 
filters or filter compost.  There are numerous  firms  which  have problems 
with  organic waste  gases,  particularly following the more  stringent 
provisions  introduced with regard to protection against emissions.  These 
include,  for  example,  sewage  works,  plants responsible for the disposal  of 
animal  carcasses,  fish meal  factories,  blood meal  factories  and  factor,y  farms • 
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!he a1ze  of the filter required b3  a  plaDt d.eptm.ds  on the vollllle and 
in~eD~JiV of the pa emissions.  .l f'ilter •asuri.Dg approxi.Jateq 
20  x  30 a  e~ould be large enough for quite a  sizeable plant.  One  cubic 
metre of compoat  is oauidered necessary for evers  aquare metre of area. 
In ».U.a~g i. t  is thought that, although filter compost is not a  prod  \lOt 
sui  tab~e for -•  pX'Oduction,  in view of the large maaber of plants 
reqwl.,-iftc  ~  t  a  considerable proportion of the compost produced could be sold 
as til._er ..,._eri-.1•  The  most  important point is that 8UCh  filters can 
help to •olve enviJ'Ol'lJD8ntal  problems. -57-
Lega1  Aspects of Composting in Europe 
Legal Basis and  Comparison of Laws 
The  purpose  of this report is not to provide a  complete description of 
current environmental legislation in the EEC.  Such  an approach would  be 
out  of all sensible proportion and  would  go  far beyond  the aim  of this 
report,  which is to describe the legal aspects  of composting in the EEC. 
It will therefore concentrate instead on  showing how,  and  to what  extent, 
environmental legislation in the EEC  is of theoretical or practical 
relevance to composting. 
Since no  Community  legislation has yet been adopted which is of practical 
relevance to composting in the EEC,  our only alternative here is to make 
a  comparison an  the basis of existing legislation.  Even  a  first glance 
at the national legislation applicable to composting leads to two  basic 
discoveries which  are duly borne in mind  in this report.  Firstly,  there 
is the fact that the legal provisions  governing composting differ 
extremely widely from  country to country.  The  second important point is 
that not every country has national legislation in the usual sense of the 
term.  The  intermediate and lower administrative levels are responsible 
for legal matters in some  EEC  Member  States.  This  can lead in practice 
to diametrically opposed developments  in the various regions  of a 
Member  State as  a  result of local authority jurisdiction. 
Conditions in Selected EEC  Countries 
The  high degree to which legislation on  oomposting varies in the 
individual EEC  Member  States could result in a  study of this type 
endeavouring to describe the relevant legislation in all Member  States. 
Such  an approach would  axi.omatically go  beyond  the scope  of this report. 
Despite the variety of laws,  it must  be pointed out that very similar 
developments  have been recorded in several European countries.  In the 
light of these two  considerations,  no  attempt is made  here to describe 
the relevant legal situation in each  Community  country.  The  following 
section concentrates instead on  the situation in four selected EEC 
Member  States which  m~  be considered representative as far as  the major 
environmental  legislation applicable to composting is concerned.  The 
four countries covered are  : 
( 1)  Federal Republic  of Germany 
( 2)  United  Kingdom 
(3)  France 
(4)  Italy. 
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(1)  The  Federal Republic  of Germany 
The  following definition of the term compost  is used as a  basis for 
stu~ing the applicability of the existing environmental protection 
legislation in force  in the Federal Republic  of Germany  to composting : 
compost  is the product of the microbial decomposition of animal  and 
vegetable wastes  in the presence  of oxygen.  Compost  is the stage in this 
natural process at which  pathogenic  organisms  and plant seeds have been 
largely destroyed and,  with the formation of humus,  the entire mass 
achieves a  degree  of biological stability.  When  stu~ing the relevant 
legal provisions it is, however,  particularly important to remember  that 
this is a  relatively labile stabilit,y.  Depending on  the environmental 
conditions,  e.g.  moisture,  temperature,  light,  lack of or excess  ~gen 
and contact with inorganic substances,  new  biological processes  can  occur 
at any time.  The  triggering and progress  of such processes are,  in fact, 
essential functions  of compost. 
The  Federal Republic  of Ge~  now  has  important legislation applicable 
to com.posting which  is made  up  of a  number  of separate laws,  regulations 
and  implementing regulations.  In practice,  the Federal,  Land  and local laws 
are interlinked.  In the case of local  laws,  a  further distinction must 
often be made  between regulations adopted by individual local authorities 
and those adopted b,y  larger associations  of local  government units. 
However,  the distribution of legal powers  at Federal,  Land  and local 
authority levels is only  one  of the principal features  of the environmental 
protection legislation applicable to composting in the Federal  Republic 
of Ge~. Equally important is the fact that,  as the environmental 
protection legislation is designed to protect the individual citizen,  there 
are a  number  of separate laws  in the Federal Republic  of Ge~  which 
could be  of legal relevance to composting in individual cases,  although 
not in ever.y  case.  All  of these individual laws  together make  up  the 
environmental legislation applicable to composting,  which is then 
supplemented by a.ddi tional  laws  and  regulations at Land  and local levels. 
Special mention should be made  of the following Federal laws  which  are 
relevant to composting : 
(a)  the Waste  Disposal Law 
(b)  the Regulation on  the Noxiousness  of Effluent 
{c)  the Federal Law  on  Protection against Emissions 
(d)  the Technical Recommendations  for Air 
(e)  the Industrial Code 
(f)  the Water  Resources  Law 
{g)  the Federal Health Law. 
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{As  indicated b,y  the names,  these are predominantly laws,  although some 
are regulations.) 
Of  the laws  and regulations listed above,  the Waste  Disposal Law  is clearly 
by far the most  important  to~  where  composting is concerned.  Firstly, this 
is b,y  far the most  comprehensive  law.  Secondly, it defines the boundar.y 
between this Law  and a  number  of special laws  which it lists.  Thirdly,  this 
Law  l~s down  a  clear goal for waste  disposal.  Fourthly,  the boundar.y 
between this Law  and  Land  Law  is clearly defined.  Fifthly,  the Waste 
Disposal Law  also governs  the site selection procedure  (the so-called land 
deaignatiol1 procedure)  for the operation of refuse composting plants and 
other forms  of composting plants. 
However,  the Waste  Disposal Law  offers the Federal German  Government 
considerably more  opportunities for action that it has  so far used.  As 
the Federal Government  stresses in its 1975  Waste  Management  Programme 
{page  44), it attached particular importance to the plan to adopt a 
regulation under Article 15  of the Waste  Disposal Law.  The  draft 
regulation is to contain provisions govemirlg the application of effluent, 
sewage  sludge,  excrements,  compost,  f~ard  manure,  dung water and  liquid 
manure  to land used for agricultural, horticultural and forestry purposes. 
These provisions will range  from  restrictions to bans  on  use,  depending 
on  the effects of the individual substances  from  the viewpoints  of 
hygiene,  soil science and plant cultivation and  taking into account  other 
aspects  of environmental protection. 
As  the Federal Government  then proceeds to point out in the same  part of 
the  1975  Waste  Management  Programme,  the further development  of waste 
legislation should also explicitly include provisions governing the 
recycling and utilization of wastes.  This means  that a  series of special 
regulations and,  in some  cases,  laws,  must  be  expected in the next few 
years in this connexion.  According to the Federal Government,  waste 
legislation as  a  whole  should also cover the technical requirements  for 
the treatment of wastes to enable them  to be utilized.  As  stressed 
particularly strongly in the Waste  Management  Programme  (p.  45),  the 
Federal Government  is considering increasing the obligations incumbent 
on  owners  of wastes  and  l~ing down  that certain types  of waste  should 
be kept separate from  others,  with a  view to their subsequent use.  In 
l~ing down  this objective,  the Federal Government  is fully aware,  as it 
indicates  (p.  46),  of the fact that such action would  give rise to a 
multitude of problems  in both governmental  and economic  sphere.  It is 
impossible to foresee at present to what  extent compost  will also be 
subject to such far-reaching provisions as  those planned b,y  the Federal 
Government.  However,  the immediate  or later inclusion of compost  would 
be quite possible. 
Let us return to the provisions of the current Waste  Disposal Law  :  the 
Waste  Disposal Law  is particularly relevant to composting as it l~s down 
clearly,  for example  in Article  11  "Obligation to notify and  supervision", 
that composting is a  notifiable process Which  must  be  constantly supervised  • 
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Composting is not actually mentioned  b,y  name.  Nevertheless,  the wording 
of Article 11  leaves no  doubt  as  to the fact that composting is included. 
Furthermore,  Article  11  of the Waste  Disposal  Law  also provides the link 
with other relevant laws,  e.g.  the Federal Law  on  Protection against 
Emissions and  tAe  Industrial Code.  Reference is also made  in the Waste 
Disposal Law  (Article 13)  to the cross-frontier transportation of wastes 
or  interm~diate products of the composting process  intended for composting. 
Where  c~osting is concerned,  the Waste  Disposal Law  not  only deals with 
the colleqtion,  transportation and  composting of compostable  wastes,  but 
also 4$als to a  qertain extent with the utilization of the finished product 
result]Jlg from  the composting process,  i.e.  compost. 
As  stipulated in Article  15  of the Waste  Disposal Law,  Articles  2  and  11  of 
this Law  also apply to agricultural,  forestry and horticultural uses  of 
compost.  (Howeve~, this implies that compost  is regarded as  one  of the 
"similar products" referred to in Article  15. )  Where  precise rules are 
laid down  in the Waste  Disposal Law  governing collection,  transportation 
and  Qomppsting and  the utlization of the intermediate or end products,  they 
do  not, however,  apply if "the normal  quantity" is not  exceeded in 
agr~cul  tur~. 
The  Waste  Disposal Law  deals in great detail with the site question,  or 
the land  desi~tion procedure in the selection of sites.  It gives 
precise details of all the steps to be taken to obtain authorization for 
a  compostingplant.  A link is thus  formed  between  the Waste  Disposal Law 
and Land  and loc?l legislation.  The  legal effects of the Land  designation 
procedure are also indicated in the Waste  Disposal  Law. 
Howeve:r,  even the paramount  importance  of the Waste  Disposal  Law  where 
co~osting is concerned cannot  obscure the fact that even in the case  of 
the points ac~ly  mentioned  in the Waste  Disposal  Law,  the links between 
this Lalt?  and a  multi  tude  of Federal,  Land  and  local  laws,  by-laws and 
regulations must  be taken into account.  For example,  responsibilit.y for the 
collection and  disposal of waste is by no  means  governed  only b.y  the Waste 
Disposal Law.  Here,  in particular,  a  multitude of other provisions, 
especially local  b.y-lat~ and  regulations adopted by  associations of local 
government  units, are applicable. 
It is typical of at least some  of the relevant legal provisions that they 
are nQt  applicable in ever,y  case.  This is especially true of the Federal 
Law  on Protection again$t Emissions.  Many  of the  p~ovisions of this Law 
become  applicable only if the legal provisions  ~e contravened.  Where 
composting is concerned,  this applies particularly if offensive  odours  are 
prod~oed.  If a  partjcularly offensive  odour is produced: during compoating, 
it ~erally means  either that a  defective process is being used or that the 
plant is being operated incorrectly.  Articles  22  - 25,  in particular,  of 
the  Fe~eral Law  on  Protection against Emissions,  concerning "plants not 
requiring authorization",  are applicable to the composting process. - 61  -
Articles  24  and  25  stipulate ver,y  clearly the action to be  taken by  the 
public authorities if composting plants contravene the provisions of the 
Federal Law  on  Protection against Emissions in one  way  or another. 
Horrever,  the Federal Government  does  not want  to see the Federal Law  on 
Protection against Emissions  regarded as being directed exclusively 
at the protection of the population against  immissions.  Wherever 
justifiable, the use  of wastes  must  take precedence  over their disposal 
(p.  45  of the  1975  Waste  Management  Programme).  The  Federal Government 
considers that this fundamental  idea has  alrea~ been taken into account 
to a  certain extent in the Federal Law  on  Protection against Emissions. 
According to the provisions  of this Law,  plants requiring authorization 
must,  for example,  be constructed in such a  ~  that the resulting residues 
are properly utilized in a  harmless  ~,  insofar as this is technically 
possible and  economically justifiable.  The  provisions applicable to the 
construction of plants requiring authorization are equally applicable, 
as stipulated in the Law,  to their operation. 
However,  whereas  the Federal Law  on  Protection against Emissions is 
applicable to composting primarily in proven cases  of contravention of 
its provisions,  the same  is not true of the provisions of the Water 
Resources  Law.  Since the practical scope of the Water  Resources  Law  also 
covers  groundwater,  as  indicated in Article  1, all composting plants are 
in practice subject to the Water  Resources  Law.  Article  2  of the Law 
stipulates - in more  precise terms - that official permission is required 
whenever  substances are to be added to groundwater.  However,  this is 
unavoidable in the case  of composting plants, as also in the case of the 
tipping of non-compostable residues. 
The  Water  Resources  Law  contains ver,y  detailed provisions in this connexion 
in Article 4  on  conditions for use  and  the corresponding obligations;  it 
also contains provisions  governing the authorization procedure  (Article 9), 
protected l-vater  areas  (Article 19)  and supervision and liability (Articles 
21  and  22).  Furthermore,  Article 26,  concerning the acquisition,  storage 
and dispatch of substances,  is also applicable to composting.  Almost  all 
of the provisions  of the Water  Resources  Law  which are applicable to 
composting are likewise applicable to the tipping and  incineration of non-
compostable residues. 
In connexion with the Water  Resources  Law,  the Regulation on  the Noxiousness 
of Effluent is also relevant in law to composting.  This Regulation relates 
to the Law  on  Environmental Statistics.  The  Regulation on  the Noxiousness 
of Effluent deals in particular with the concepts  and  definitions relating 
to concentrations of substances in effluent.  Three  important parameters 
are defined in particular  : 
(1)  the quantities of substances per litre of water precipitable 
in two  hours; 
{2)  the chemical  o:xygen  requirements,  in milligrams per litre, of 
the samples  released as  a  result of the sedimentation of 
precipitable substances; 
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(3)  the biochemical  oxygen  requirements  for five  d~s of the samples 
released as a  result of the sedimentation of the precipitable 
substances. 
The  Industrial Code  is important in connexion with the operation of 
composting plants from  two  points of view.  Firstly, the operation of a 
composting plant is necessarily subject to all the provisions of the 
Industrial Code  insofar as  they are not designed specially for other 
specific industries.  Secondly!  however,  the Industrial Code  governs 
composting through the Regulation on  plants requiring authorization under 
Article 16.  In Article  1(2)  of this Regulation explicit reference is made 
to composting plants,  in contrast to most  other environmental protection 
legislation in force in the Federal Republic  of Germ~·  This Regulation 
stipulates,  for example,  that composting plants require authorization under 
Article 16{1)  of the Industrial Code,  insofar as  the.y  constitute business 
concerns.  Article  24  of the Industrial Code  stipulates in particular that 
the Federal Government  may  issue regulations  on  a  number  of specific 
points connected with the operation of plants requiring authorization and/or 
supervision. 
The  Industrial Code  also deals in detail with the powers  of the legislative 
bodies in the Lander and  of the regional authorities under  them  with regard 
to certain regulations and details. 
The  so-called Technical Recommendations  for Air  (technical recommendations 
for the prevention of air pollution) are likewise of considerable practical 
relevance to composting.  This is an administrative regulation which  has 
hitherto been used in practice as a  guideline for the authorization of new 
plants.  For some  time now,  however,  the binding nature of the Technical 
Recommendations  for Air has been disputed in Federal  German  administrative 
jurisdiction.  The  Technical Recommendations  for Air ~  assume  the form 
of a  law in the foreseeable  future  so that the administrative courts 
cannot  challange them. 
In their present form,  the Technical Recommendations  for Air define,  in 
particular,  such terms  as "air pollution",  "emissions" and "immisions", 
describe the examination and authorization procedures,  and  also govern 
a  great many  other aspects,  including the transportation and  storage of 
dust residues  from  incineration Which  accumulate as a  result of the 
incineration of non-compostable residues  (see Technical Recommendations  for 
Air,  item 2.3.3·5·3·)·  Even  the minimum  height  of a  chimney  in such an 
incineration plant is governed by the Technical Recommendations  for Air 
{see item 2.6.).  Item 3.2.1.1.  of the Technical Recommendations  for Air 
is likewise directly applicable to the operation of incineration plants 
for no~ompostable residues.  It gives a  comprehensive list of the 
various minimum  requirements for plants. 
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Special,  explicit reference is made  to composting plants in item 
3·2·3·  of the Technical Recommendations  for Air.  Special requirements 
are laid down  in this connexion particularly for  : 
(a)  composting plants and  methods  involving aeration.  Pursuant 
to the Technical Recommendations  for Air,  the used air must 
be  filtered or purified to an  equivalent degree; 
(b)  the resulting seepage water must  not be  used to moisten the 
compost.  It must  instead be channelled to a  sewage  works; 
(c)  the receiving hoppers  in composting plants must  be closed and 
wherever possible fitted with a  sluice.  The  air must  be 
extracted,  filtered or purified to an equivalent degree at 
least when  the refuse transport vehicles are  opened  and unloaded. 
The  Technical Recommendations  for Air also contain equally detailed 
instructions with regard to plants designed to treat substances which 
are to be incinerated,  composted  or tipped.  The  generic term "waste 
treatment plants" is generally used to describe all these plants. 
However,  current administrative  jurisdiction in the Federal Republic  of 
Ger~  allows neither the limits laid down  in the Technical Recommendations 
for Air nor the scientific methods  of measurement  used to remain uncontested. 
Consequently,  the "Standard Federal Practice for Monitoring Emissions" is 
naturally likewise of practical relevance in connexion with  the Technical 
Recommendations  for Air.  It consists of directives for testing the 
suitability of equipment  for the continuous  measurement  of emissions.  The 
suitability of appropriate measuring equipment  must,  of course,  also be 
considered in the  development  of new  composting plants. 
The  Technical Recommendations  for Air also indirectly govern cases where 
harmful  substances penetrate the substrate to be composted.  However, 
this applies  only to harmful  substances within the meaning  of the Technical 
Recommendations  for Air,  and not to harmful substances which  only  del~ or 
seriously impede  the composting process.  Consequently,  there is not yet 
any  generally applicable regulation in the Federal Republic  of Germany  to 
prevent harmful  substances  from  penetrating the substrate to be  composted, 
except in the case of those harmful  substances referred to directly in 
other connexions in the Technical Recommendations  for Air. 
There are also no  comprehensive rules  on  special industrial wastes  or on 
hospital wastes  which  must  be kept apart  from  refuse and  sewage  sludge 
for composting.  The  waste disposal methods  normally used in the Federal 
Republic of Germany  nowa~s do  not fully guarantee the separation of 
industrial and household wastes for the purpose of composting.  This is 
particularly true in the case of the refuse generated by smaller 
industrial concerns.  Great efforts are currently being made  in the 
Federal Republic  of Qermany  to draw up  legal provisions  governing disposal 
sites for hospital wastes.  The  question of what  hospital wastes really 
are in the strictest sense of the term must  also be answered at the same 
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time.  Hitherto the  only skeleton legislation has been provided b,y  the 
Federal Health Law  in conjunction with various  implementing regulations, 
and  especially in conjunction with the third implementing regulation on 
the Standardization of the Public Health Service.  Article 29  (Elimination 
of liquid and solid wastes)  of Section VIII  "Water supplies,  elimination 
of liquid and solid wastes, public watercourses"  of the above-mentioned 
third implementing regulation gives the Public Health Office certain 
supervisocy powers,  which  can cover composting plants  on  the one hand but 
also cover hospital wastes  on  the  other. 
In conclusion it can be said that the Federal Republic  of Germany  alre~ 
has  a  multi  tude  of legal provisions and regulations which  are relevant to 
the  construction and  operation of composting plants.  An  analysis of the 
existing legislation must  take into account the fact that Federal 
legislation is supplemented by Land  and  local legislation.  It is also 
supplemented by regulations adopted by associations of local  government 
units and  other similar regional authorities.  However,  the main  guiding 
principle behind all the known  regulations,  a.nd  behind all the environmental 
protection laws  in force in the Federal Republic  of Germany  in general, 
is always  the protection of man  and nature from  harmful influences. 
Regulations  to facilitate the utilization of wastes,  on  the other hand, 
are quite small in number  and  are of secondary importance. 
The  legal problems  connected with the treatment and  other t,ypes  of 
utilization of refuse,  wastes  and  compost  are ·dealt with in the Federal 
Republic of Germany  not  only b,y  the legislative authorities but also b,y  : 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
the Zentralstelle fUr  Abfallverwertung (Waste Utilization Centre) 
in the Bundesgesundheitsamt  (Federal Public Health Office), 
the Bundesanstalt fUr  Vegetationskunde,  Naturschutz und Land-
schaftspflege  (Federal Institution for Plant Sciencet Nature 
Conservation and  the Preservation of the Countryside), 
the  Verband  Deutscher Landwirtschaftlicher Untersuchungs  und 
Forschungsanstalten (Association of German  Agricultural Stu4y 
and Research Institutions). 
Another characteristic feature  of the legislation applicable to composting 
in the Federal Republic  of Germany  is the fact that the implementation of 
and supervision of compliance with the provisions laid down  in Federal and 
Land  legislation are both difficult and  costly.  These responsibilities 
can be  entrusted only to selected,  trained staff at all the levels 
concerned.  Actual and potential composting plant operators often have  only 
rather fragmentary knowledge  of the legal provisions.  Accordingly, 
contraventions of those provisions probably occur frequently  • 
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Where  contraventions and penalties are concerned,  the Waste  Disposal Law 
discussed earlier is important.  Under  this Law,  the penalty for serious 
contraventions is the same  as  for criminal  offences.  Less serious 
contraventions are regarded as breaches  of the rules.  The  penalty for a 
criminal  offence is either imprisonment  for up  to five years or a  fine. 
The  penalty for a  breach of the rules,  on  the other hand,  can  only be a 
fine not  exceeding DM  100,000 in each  individual case. 
The  few  legal provisions  which  can, all things considered,  be classified 
as positive as far as composting is concerned,  also include the directives 
governing the grant of loans  from  the special ERP  fund  for the construction 
of waste disposal plants. 
(2)  The  United  Kingdom 
The  same  definition of compost  as that already given in the section on  the 
Federal Republic of Germany  is used as  a  basis for assessing the legal 
situation in the United Kingdom  where  composting is concerned.  It must  be 
pointed out,  b,y  ~  of introduction,  that the United Kingdom  began 
relative~ late with the development  of legislation on  environmental 
protection.  As  indicated below,  a  considerable amount  of the United 
Kingdo~s legislation in this field has not yet entered into force. 
Although no  direct reference is made  to compost  in the relevant United 
Kingdom  legislation,  there can be no  doubt  as  to the fact that compost 
is included under the general  term "waste".  Legal  definitions of waste  and 
the treatment of waste are set out in the Control of Pollution Act  adopted 
on  31  Ju~ 1974•  The  following definition of waste is given in Article 30 
of Part I  of the Control of Pollution Act  : 
"'Waste'  includes 
(a)  any substance which  constitutes a  scrap material  or an effluent 
or other unwanted  surplus substance arising from  the application 
of any process ;  and 
(b)  any  substance or article which  requires to be disposed of as being 
broken,  worn  out,  contaminated or otherwise spoiled." 
According to the current interpretation of the law in the United Kingdom, 
compost  comes  under the definition set out in (a).  It is, however,  of 
little importance whether it comes  under  {a)  or  (b).  If it is assumed  that 
compost  comes  under  (a)  or (b),  then there can be no  doubt that the storage, 
manufacture  and  marketing of compost  is subject to the Control  of Pollution 
Act  1974• 
With  the adoption of the Control  of Pollution Act  1974,  the United  Kingdom 
entered a  new  legislative arena to a  large extent.  In some  cases,  however, 
existing laws  were  incorporated into the new  legislation.  Only a  small 
part of the entire Control  of Pollution Act  has  entered into force so far, 
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including,  primari~, Part I  mentioned earlier,  which  contains the general 
provisions,  responsibilities and  legal definitions.  The  provisions 
governing the so-called "licensing'' system have now  entered into force, 
although not in their entirety. 
Part II of the Control  of Pollution Act  deals  with the pollution of water. 
The  entry into force  of these provisions seems  to be  experiencing 
considerable  del~s at present.  It is on  this point that there will be 
particularly far-reaching changes  in the United Kingdom  compared  with the 
earlier situation. 
Part III of the Control  of Pollution Act  deals with noise.  This part has 
not largely entered into force. 
Lastly, Part IV deals with pollution of the atmosphere.  This part has 
likewise now  entered into force to a  large extent.  Parts I, II and IV are 
all relevant where  legal questions relating to composting are concerned. 
The  definitions contained in Part I, Article  30  referred to earlier,  give 
the responsibilities and descriptions of the authorities responsible for 
composting in the United Kingdom.  The  highest executive authority is the 
Secretar,y of State for the Environment. 
Various authorities are responsible for the collection and  disposal  of waste, 
depending on  the part of the country concerned.  The  London  area,  like the 
different parts of the country,  has its own  system.  The  disposal authority 
is responsible for disposal.  In England the council of a  county is the 
disposal authority.  In Wales  it is the council of a  district, and  in 
London  the Greater London  Council.  The  authority responsible for refuse 
collection is called the collection authority in the United Kingdom.  In 
England the English collection authority is the competent  bo~.  The 
council of a  district or,  in London,  a  Landon borough,  works  under that 
authority in each district.  Alongside the Landon boroughs,  responsibility 
for certain geographically delimited parts of the London  area lies with the 
Cormnon  Council  of the City of London,  the Sub-Treasurer of the Inner Temple 
and  the Under  Treasurer of the Middle  Temple.  The  system is based on  a 
division into a  disposal authority and a  collection authority.  The 
highest authority for the whole  of England is the English collection 
authority,  which is ultimately responsible for both collection and disposal. 
In Scotland the collection authority is the council of a  district or of the 
various islands.  The  same  bodies also act as disposal authQrities.  The 
highest collection authority is the Scottish collection authority.  The 
highest disposal authority is the Scottish disposal authority. 
Provision is made  in the Control  of Pollution Act for the compilation of 
waste disposal plans.  The  Act  also governs  the issue and revocation of 
licences for the collection and disposal of waste and  l~s down  penalties 
for contravention.  Such  licences are the precondition for the construction 
and  operation of composting plants.  At  the same  time,  however,  the 
prov1s1ons  of the Control  of Pollution Act  governing water and air pollution 
have  to be  complied with. 
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Where  the Control  of Pollution Act  refers to controlled waste,  refuse 
is meant;  the United  Kingdom  legislation does  not distinguish between 
domestic,  industrial and  other commercial  wastes. 
It is already quite clear that it will be years before many  individual 
provisions  of the Act  enter into force,  as  considerable difficulties are 
still being experienced where  their implementation and control  of 
compliance  with them are concerned.  There  can,  however,  be no  doubt 
about  the fact that the legislative and  other authorities are doing 
ever,ything within their power  to overcome  these difficulties as  quickly 
as possible.  When  comparing the legislation in force in the Federal 
Republic  of Germany  and  the United Kingdom  insofar as it is applicable 
to composting,  it is important to note that the Federal Republic  of Ge~ 
tends to adopt a  large number  of individual laws,  whereas  the United 
Kingdom  is endeavouring to develop  the Control of Pollution Act  as a  single 
legislative act.  The  Control of Pollution Act  covers,  for example,  the 
scope of both the Federal  German  Waste  Disposal  Law  and the Federal  Law  on 
Protection against Emissions. 
The  United Kingdom  legislation contains  even fewer direct references to 
compost  and  composting than the legislation in force  in the Federal 
Republic  of Germany.  The  current interpretation of the law in the United 
Kingdom  leaves no  doubt  as to the fact  that the environmental damage 
caused by  composting is generally not considered to be a  particularly 
serious problem.  If actual cases  of environmental damage  were  to arise, 
the various parts of the Control  of Pollution Act  would  provide sufficient 
possible courses  of action,  according to the United Kingdom's  interpretation 
of the law.  This is,  of course,  assuming that all the relevant parts and 
individual provisions of the Control  of Pollution Act  had  entered into 
force.  It is impossible at present to foresee  when  this will actually be 
the case for every provision. 
Environmental Resources  Limited in London  is one  of the bodies responsible 
in the United Kingdom  for making comparative assessments  of European 
environmental protection legislation,  including its relevance to composting. 
(3)  France 
For the purpose  of describing the legal situation in France where 
composting is concerned,  the definition of compost  applicable in the 
Federal Republic  of Germany  and  the United Kingdom  is taken as  a  basis in 
this section.  However,  the legal situation in France in relation to 
cornposting is quite different from  the situations described in the two 
previous sections.  Firstly, it must  be remembered  that,  compared  with 
various  other EEC  Member  States,  composting in France has been developed 
to a  relatively advanced  stage and  that it is at the same  time consciously 
promoted b,y  the French Government.  Secondly, it must  be remembered  that 
French environmental protection legislation concentrates largely on  the 
protection of water,  to a  greater extent,  at least,  than in the other 
countries studied. 
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In France·composting is promoted by the Mi.nistere de  la Qualite de  la Vie, 
which is confronted with several competing objectives in the promotion of 
composting.  Firstly, a  better and less pollutant waste disposal  system 
should be developed for the benefit of the population.  Secondly, 
composting should help  to improve  the soil and reduce the demand  for other 
fertilizers.  ~oth of these  fundamental  objectives provide the Ministr,y with 
grounds  for promoting cornposting. 
In the construction and  operation of composting plants in France,  special 
attention has  to be paid to the prevention of water pollution.  All  the 
relevant provisions are to be  found  in Volume  No  1327/1974  of the Journal 
Officiel de  la Republique Fran9aise,  which bears the title "Regime  de 
11eau".  A characteristic feature of these legal provisions is the large 
number  of different laws  and regulations  {decret).  No  direct reference 
is made  to composting.  This  does  not, however,  alter the fact that 
numerous  provisions are applicable ot the construction and operation of 
composting plants. 
The  degree  of importance attached to the prevention of water pollution and 
to water resources in France can be seen simply from  the fact that there 
is an Interministerial Committee  on  Water  to which  a  number  of Ministries 
belong.  Regional  subcommittees  work under this Committee  {Decret No 
68-335  of 5 April  1968). 
The  French legislation applicable to water can be divided into several 
categories,  the principal  ones  being : 
{a)  general provisions 
{b)  penal provisions applicable to contraventions 
(c)  financial provisions 
(d)  water protection measures 
(e)  environmental protection measures 
(a)  General provisions 
The  list of such provisions ranges  from  the French Code  Civil,  through 
the Code  Rural,  \ihioh is particularly important in this connexion,  and 
the Code  de  la Sante Publique,  to a  multitude of regulations and 
implementing rego.lations.  The  Code  Rural is particularly important as 
the first reference to the operation of plants in catchment areas  of water-
courses is found  there  (e.g.  in Article 107). 
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(b)  Penal provisions applicable to contraventions 
In this case the relevant provisions range  from  the penal  code  (Code  Penal) 
to a  series of specific regulations.  However,  it is noticeable that most 
of the penal provisions - here,  too,  exceptions prove the rule - provide 
for  only relatively small £ines for contraventions  of the rules. 
(c)  Financial provisions 
The  legal provisions in force in this connexion would  in most  instances 
seem  irrelevant to composting.  There is therefore no  need to describe 
these provisions in any detail. 
(d)  Water protection measures 
The  most  important  of these provisions are the relevant provisions  of the 
Code  de la Sante Publique.  The  provisions governing the examination of 
wa,ter  are also relevant here. 
(e)  Environmental protection measures 
The  most  important provisions applicable to the construction and 
operation of composting plants are the  general provisions  of Loi No 
64-1245  of 16  December  1964.  This  Law  1.re,s  followed,  on  10  January 1969, 
by  Decret No  69-50,  which deals  ~rith the determination and correction of 
the degree  of pollution of watercourses..  Since then - up  to the present -
the legal provisions  o:f  both Loi  No  64-1245  and .necret No  69-50  have 
constantly been supplemented and  supplied with more  precise details by new 
regulations and  impl€menting regulations.  Precise upper limits have  been 
published and have  entered into force with regard to the degree  of pollution. 
(See in this connexion  :  Arrete du 14  juin 1969  relatif aux fosses 
septiques et appareils  ou dispositifs epurateurs de  leurs effluents des 
batiments d'habitation.)  The  methods  of measurement  to be used are also 
described.  Finally,  the provisions also even cover the  forms  for reporting 
cases  of water pollution.  Merely  completing such forms  m~  well  cause 
difficulties in many  cases for the  lower-level administrative authorities. 
These  forms  - e.g.  the "Rapport sur la Pollution des  Eaux"  - explicitly 
include tips and  the disposal  of domestic refuse.  A characteristic feature 
of France's priorities in this connexion is the fact that attention is paid 
to odour nuisance  only if tourist establishments or important tourist areas 
are directly affected. 
It can be  concluded with regard to the legal situation in France that,  in 
the efforts to protect the environment, priority is clearly given to the 
protection of water.  It can also be  concluded that there is virtually only 
one  single set of legislation applicable to the entire country.  The  lack 
of multi-level legislation in France constitutes the major differenc between 
France and  the Federal Republic  of Germany  where  legislation applicable to 
composting is concerned.  Furthermore,  the official channels  can be passed 
through more  quickly and  directly than,  for  example,  in the United  Kingdom • 
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The  French legislation tends  to concentrate primarily on prohibitions and 
cases requiring authorization.  In other cases it can be assumed  that no 
obstacles exist.  Almost  nowhere  is direct reference made  to composting. 
The  fact that numerous  provisions are also applicable to composting plants 
and tips is, however,  indisputable.  Nevertheless,  since composting is at 
the same  time being explicitly promoted  b,y  the French Government, 
derogations are highly likely in France in borderline cases  involving  • 
conflicts with the various legal provisions in force. 
(4)  Italy 
The  legal provisions governing composting in Italy differ fundamentally 
from  those in force in the Federal Republic  of Germany,  the United Kingdom 
and France.  The  major difference lies in the almost  complete  absence of 
any  environmental protection law governing composting.  The  only 
legislation in Italy governing the constraction and operation of composting 
plants has until now  been at most provisions adopted at regional  or local 
level.  Furthermore,  a  composting plant operator in Italy is largely 
independent.  However,  he must  reckon with the fact that Italy also will be 
subject to environmental protection laws  in this connexion in years to 
come.  At  present it seems  likely that Italy will use the French laws  as 
a  model  to a  certain extent.  However,  not even a  preliminary decision 
ha.s  yet been adopted in this direction,  and it would be premature to. try 
to align composting in Italy on  the legal maxims  applicable in France. 
Denmark 
With  Law  No  372  of 13 June 1973,  the Kingdom  of Denmark  endeavoured to 
incorporate all of its environmental legislation in one  law.  This  law 
should be regarded essentially as a  skeleton law.  Details are left to 
special regulations adopted either b.y  the Ministry of Environmental 
Protection or by  the local authorities.  The  comprehensive nature of the 
Law  is revealed particularly clearly in the sentence {Section 1,  1.2) 
stating that the Law  "governs all activities which  could result in the 
pollution of the air, soil, watercourses,  stagnant water and the sea as 
a  result of emissions  of solid, liquid or gaseous  substances,  vibrations 
or noise".  However,  the Law  also governs all activities involving 
hazardous processes  or the storage and transportation of dangerous 
substances. 
Special reference to refuse disposal plants is made  only in passing. 
However,  the third sentence of Section 6 refers to pollution liable to be 
caused by sewage  works,  purification plants,  incineration plants and 
refuse tips, and  the Annex  mentions,  for example:  1.  waste tips (including 
sludge and slag),  old cars and  scrap metal;  2.  plants designed to treat 
solid wastes,  including natural manure  and  sludge resulting from  the 
purification of effluent. 
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A memorandum  on  legal provisions  governing environmental protection 
(Bekendtgprelse af reglement  om  miljoebeskyttelse) published  on 
29  March  1974  in the wake  of the adoption of the above  Law  deals with 
individual problems  and specifies the authorities responsible for the issue 
of individual regulations.  Instructions are also given  (Chapter 4)  with 
regard to the collection and transportation of domestic refuse,  including, 
for example,  the need for sufficient refuse container capacities to be 
available.  There is one  provision which at least touches  on  the field of 
refuse composting  :  "Local authorities can issue detailed provisions 
governing the operation of refuse tips and  other plants for the disposal 
(final treatment)  of wastes".  This is likewise clearly a  skeleton 
directive. 
As  the Danish regulations were  issued before any  composting plants as  such 
came  into operation,  a  broader or narrower interpretation of the skeleton 
rules could in future place serious obstacles in the way  of the 
construction of composting plants and,  of course,  also of incineration plants. 
Comparison  of Laws  in Europe 
The  above  survey of environmental protection laws  applicable  to composting 
in four major EEC  Member  States reveals great differences between 
individual States.  At  one  end  of the scale is Italy,  which  so far has 
virtually no  environmental protection legislation applicable to composting. 
At  the other end  of the scale is the Federal Republic  of GermaQY,  where  an 
attempt is being made  to draw up  special laws  and regulations governing an 
increasing number  of processes  and  circumstances.  The  United  Kingdom  and 
France hold central,  although different, positions in this scale. 
One  of the most  serious disadvantages  of the Italian system is the 
extreme uncertainty currently confronting all potential operators of 
composting plants in Italy as  to the future development  of the legal 
situation.  A second major disadvantage of the Italian system is inevitably 
the fact that,  as no  relevant legal provisions have  existed for  so long, 
under certain circumstances it could in practice prove  impossible in the 
end to find practicable solutions,  making it particularly difficult to 
conform  to any potential course which  Community  law might  follow in this 
field at a  later date.  As  the  law stands in Italy at present,  any 
Community  legislation relating to environmental protection and  composting 
would  impose  severe restrictions on  operators in Italy,  whereas  Community 
legislation might  perhaps  even ease the situation under certain 
circumstances  for  those concerned in the Federal  Republic  of Germany,  at 
least during a  transitional period. 
One  of the most  obvious  disadvantages  of the  laws  in force in the Federal 
Republic  of Germany  lies in the attempt  to make  virtually ever.y  trivial 
matter subject to an almost unfathomable number  of laws,  regulations and 
implementing regulations.  The  lack of clarity is clearly one  of several 
severe criticisms of the legislation on  environmental protection and 
composting accumulated to date in the Federal  Republic  of lermany  • 
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Where  composting is concerned,  a  comparison  of the  legal  prov~s1ons in 
force in the EEC  Member  States discussed in this  stu~ reveals that 
nowhere  are there  any provisions concentrating clearly on  composting. 
Composting is, however,  mentioned a  few  times in the legislation in force 
in the Federal Republic  of Germany.  In other respects,  a  general picture 
of the legislation applicable can in every case be  obtained only by 
stu~ing the general  laws  on  environmental protection in force.  It is 
therefore also difficult to forecast  the future development  of composting 
laws  in all of the countries discussed. 
It is even more  difficult to gain a  general picture of the environmental 
protection laws  applicable to composting in force in the EEC  Member 
States because of the different levels at which  legislation is adopted 
in individual countries.  In the Federal Republic  of Germany,  in 
particular, authorities at various  levels have legislative powers  which 
they all use almost to the full.  In France the Central Government  in Paris 
can clearly be  regarded as  the only legislative authority for the entire 
country.  Although the legislative powers  are centralized in the United 
Kingdom,  they are becoming decentralized to a  certain extent under special 
arrangements  for certain parts of the countr.y,  e.g.  parts of Greater London 
or Scotland.  In all the countries considered,  the local authorities,  as the 
lowest administrative bodies directly concerned,  do  at least have  a  limited 
s~ in the decision-making process.  This applies not  only where  special 
local provisions are concerned,  but also,  and not least,  with regard to 
the discretion which  these authorities are allowed to use in the supervision 
of compliance  with the relevant provisions. 
The  ver,y  fact that there is such a  variety of laws  on  composting within 
the national  environmental protection legislation in force up  to now  means 
that the  creation of Community  legislation in this field will not be  easy. 
On  the  other hand,  it must  be  remembered  that the amounts  of refuse and 
compost  traded between the various Community  countries have  so far been 
quite small, if not  insignificant.  Community  legislation on  compost  and 
refuse and  on  composting will hardly be accorded high priority.  However, 
it should be remembered  that, because  of the extremely varied trends 
recorded so far in this specialized branch of environmental protection 
legislation, it would  be desirable to draw up  standard European legislation 
as  soon as possible to prevent trends in legislation,  and also in 
composting methods,  in the major Community  countries  from  becoming  even  more 
divergent in years  to come. 
Summary  of the Results 
A stu~ dealing with the environmental protection laws  applicable to 
composting in major EEC  Member  States must  necessarily also answer  the 
question of where  current legal provisions best ensure  optimum 
utilization of compostable  wastes  for composting.  Reduced  to its simplest 
level, this question can be answered by  s~ing that this has been achieved 
in Italy, where  virtually no  legal barriers stand in the  way  of the  optimum 
utilization of wastes  for  composting. 
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However,  if this fundamental  question is extended to include the question 
of where  the  optimua utilization of wastes together with the best 
protection of the general public is guaranteed,  the answer is far more 
difficult to find.  The  most  extensive protection of the general public 
is without  doubt  guaranteed in the Federal Republic  of Germany.  However, 
it is certainly no  longer true that  optimum  conditions  for  composting exist 
in the Federal Republic  of Germany  from  the legislative viewpoint.  A 
compromise  between  optimum utilization of wastes  for  composting and  the 
general public's need for protection has probably been achieved in France 
on  the basis  of the legal situation currently prevailing there. 
Concrete Proposals  for a  Community  Course  of Action 
The  following proposals  can  only take the form  of general  outline 
proposals based  on  conclusions  drawn  from  the comprehensive legislative 
provisions and  current practices,  which  are at least equally divergent, 
in Member  States.  Experience in the field of environmental protection has 
shown  that standard provisions must  be sufficiently flexible to take into 
account special regional features resulting from  differing consumption 
patterns,  living standards  and infrastructures. 
(1)  Recommendation  I  :  The  EEC  should act quickly where  composting 
is concerned,  as  some  Member  States have  already developed very extensive 
legislation in this field.  If much  more  time  elapses, all Member  States 
will eventually have their own  legal provisions and it will  then become 
increasingly difficult to reduce  them  to a  common  denominator.  Furthermore, 
technical and  economic  procedures are being developed in individual countries 
in line with national legislation which will make  it extremely difficult 
to achieve standardization in Europe at a  later date. 
(2)  Recommendation II  :  If the EEC  draws  up  basic legislation, it 
should be divided into two  sections  :  waste disposal  in general  on  the 
one  hand,  and  environmental protection provisions applicable to composting 
on  the other,  including the processes  involved. 
(3)  Recommendation III  :  Where  waste  disposal in general  and  the processes 
directly involved are concerned,  legislation largely resembling the  Waste 
Disposal Law  in force  in the Federal Republic  of Germany  is to be 
recommended.  The  provisions  of this Law  are relatively clear and 
comprehensible.  They  are also not  too specialized to be  adopted by the less 
developed Member  States. 
(4)  Recommendation IV :  Irrespective of whether the Waste  Disposal  Law  in 
force in the Federal Republic  of Germany  is actually used as  a  basis for 
European legislation,  care should in any case be taken to ensure that not 
too great a  distinction is made  in standard Community  legislation between 
the removal  of wastes  from  households  and  trade premises  and  subsequent 
waste disposal procedures.  Such  a  distinction cannot be  made  in the case 
of directly interlocking processes  which  can never be  completely separated 
in practice. 
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(5)  Recommendation  V :  The  EEC  should use the French legislation as  a 
basis for adopting environmental protection provisions applicable to 
composting in particular, and also to the processes directly involved. 
The  French legislation offers several advantages.  Firstly, it provides 
a  G~ear framework.  Secondly, it is sufficiently pragmatic to enable 
~peoial provisions to be adopted.  Thirdly, it can also be adopted by  less 
developed countries.  The  objection to the adoption of the environmental  • 
protection legislation in force in the Federal Republic  of Germany  is that 
its efforts to achieve perfection are exceeding all tolerable bounds. 
(6)  Recommendation  VI  :  When  considering both waste disposal  and 
environmental protection,  the situations in possible future Member  States 
such  aa  Greece,  Spain and Portugal should even now  be  taken into account 
on  all points.  The  situations in those countries alone would  suggest 
that excessively high requirements  should not be  imposed,  at least during 
a  fairly lengtny transitional period.  This  applies particularly where 
provisions  governing environmental  technology are concerned. .. 
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List of Composting Plants in the EEC  Kember  States 
This list of composting plants has  been  compiled  from  various sources 
which  are quoted where  official publications are concerned. 
The  term "composting plant" is interpreted in various different ways. 
In some  cases it includes plants used merely to comminute  refuse.  The 
crushed  or shredded material is then either taken to controlled or 
uncontrolled tips,  or else it is composted  in windrows.  This 
interpretation can easily give rise to the impression that a  countr,y 
has  a  great many  composting plants.  Information relating to France and 
the United Kingdom  has  therefore been  interpreted with particular caution. Composting Plants in the Netherlands 
~  Operator  Method  Hour1~' 
throughout  .. 
Wijster  VAM  Van  Mannen 1  ) 
Mierlo  VAM 
Rijsenhout  Local authorities  DANO  7·5  tonnes 
Soest  Local authorities  DANO  7·5  tonnes • 
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Com.posting Plants in the United Kingrl.om 
Site  Method  Daily thrOUghpUt  -
Radcliffe  (Greater Manchester)  Drum  10 
Worthing (Sussex)  Drum  10 
Oowdenbeath  {Scotland)  Drum  50 
Kirkonnel  {Scotland)  Drum  6 
Lockerbie  {Scotland)  Drum  30 
Paisley (Scotland)  Drum  80 
Leicester  Drum  120 
With  the exception of the Leicester plant,  the United Kingdom  plants cannot 
be  described as  composting plants in the strictest sense of the term.  They 
are used to comminute  and hygienize refuse to be used as  covering material 
for controlled tips. 78 
COMPOSTING  PLANTS  IN  FRANCE 
Department  Method  Date  of  Princi- Principal  Catchment  Production 
commen- pal  markets  area  in  1972 
cement  markets  terms  of  Ctonnes) 
of ope- population 
ration 
• 
Aisne 
Saint-·  c +  y  180  1967  .  70  000  . 
Quentin 
Scissons  CA  50  1963  W  80,  A 15,  42  000  5  000 
CH  5 
All2es-de-
Haute-
Provence 
Manos que  CL  25  1969  .  24  700  . 
Digne  CL  30·  1974  .  16  000  . 
Barce- CL  25  1975  .  23  060  . 
lonnette 
Al_pes-
Maritimes 
Grasse  CL  45  1971  G 100  so  000  8  000 
Vonce  CA  45  1965-1970  W  79,  G 21  30  000  4  800 
Ville- CL  40  1968  G 100  .  250 
franc he 
Ardeche 
La  Voulte  CL  +  J  30  1967  F 100  16  000  670 
Ardennes 
Sedan  CA  +  J  32  1970  CH  70,  G 30  30  000  2  700 
Ariege 
Foi X  CA  +  J  15  1971  .  15  000  . 
Pamiora  CL  25  1969  A 63,  G 37  13  000  3  200 
Au de 
r---
Castel- CL  90  1969  .  .  . 
naudary 
Bouches-
du-Rhone 
Crau  CL  +  J  80  .  .  60  000  . 
Alpilles ' ( 'j 
Department  Method  Date  of  Princi- Principal  Catchment  Production 
commen- pal  markets  area  in  1972 
cement  markets  terms  of  (tonnes) 
of  ope- population 
ration 
Calvados 
Falaise  CL  so  1973  .  10  000  . 
Charente 
Angouleme  CA  + J  96  1973  .  101  000  . 
Charente-
Maritime 
Ile de  Re  CL  30  1973  .  10  000  . 
Chor 
Bourges  CA  7S  1966  CH  60,  G 40  8S  000  8  000 
Vierzon  CA  so  1963  CH  40,  A 3S  .  2  000 
G 2S 
Doubs 
Mont- CA  100  1962  w 70,  A 20,  .  2  600 
beliard  CH  S,  F s 
Drome 
Romans  CL  3S  1963  F 60,  A 30,  3S  000  7  000 
8  6,  G 3, 
w  1 
Euro  --
Vernon  CA  2S  1964  A 88,  G 9,  24  000  1  600 
CH  3 
Gisor  CL  18  1969  .  20  000  . 
• 80 
Department  Method  Daily  Date  of  Principal  Catchment  Production 
through- com men- markets  a rea  in  1972 
put  in  cement  terms  of  (tonnes) 
tonnes  of ope- popula-
ration  tion 
Euro-et-
Loir 
Maintenon  CL  +  J  12  1967  w 66,  A 34  30  000  5  000 
La  Loupe  CA  +  J  30  1970  A 100  '25  000  500 
Drouai  CA  +  J  60  1972  .  65  000  . 
Finistere 
Quimpor  CA  +  J  50  1967  G 77,  A 13,  58  000  1  950 
B 8,  F 2 
Morlaix- CA  25  1968  G 100  .  1  700 
St.Martin 
des  Champs 
Gard 
Ville  les  CL  8  1967  .  10  000  . 
Avignon 
Vigan  CL  4  1968  .  5  000  . 
St.  Nazaire  CL  30  1973  .  35  000  . 
les  Bagnols 
Uzes  CL  12  1974  .  14  000  . 
Haute-
Garonne 
Toulouse  CL  40  1971  .  .  . 
Herault 
Agde  CL  80  1970  .  60  000  . 
Clermont  CL  10  1975  .  15  000  . 
l'Herault 
Serignan  CL  35  1971  w 100  25  000  1  850 
Sauvian-
Valras 
Ille-et-
Vilaine 
Dinard  CA  50  1966  .  40  000  2  000 
Indre-et-
Loire 
Joue  les 
Tours, 
Ballan  Mire 
Chambray  CA  100  1974  .  .  . 
les  Tours, 
Saint  A-
vert in 
Tours  CA  60  1965  CH  100  .  19  500 
• Ul. 
Department  Method  Daily  Date  of  Principal  Catchment  Production 
through- commen- markets  area  in  1972 
put  in  cement  terms  of  (tonnes) 
tonnes  of ope- popula-
ration  tion 
Jura 
1---
Lens  le  CL  40  1967  W  51,  G 23,  30  000  3  000 
Saunier  CH  13,  A 10 
8  3 
Landes 
Dax  CA  20  1963  CH  70,  G 30  .  2  360 
Parentis  CA  +  J  60  1974  .  .  . 
en  Born 
Loir-et 
Cher 
1--- du  10  1973  42  000  La  Val  CL  .  . 
Cher 
Loire 
Fores-Sud  CL  +  J  20  1971  .  35  000  . 
Loired 
Orleans  CA  +  J  150  1967  CH  70,  A 14  .  12  838 
G 9,  W 5, 
F 2 
Montargie  CA  +  J  70  1969  w  55,  CH  41  so  000  14  703 
A 4 
Pathivier  CL  +  J  25  1971  A 78,  CH  22  34  500  2  960 
Lot-et-
Garonne 
Lemante  CA  25  1974  .  26  000  . 
Marne 
Reims  CA  175  1974  .  .  . 
Chalons  Cb  60  1969  w  100  .  11  200 
s/Marne 
Mourthe-
et-Moselle 
Toul  CA  20  1969  CH  69,  w 31  19  000  1  300 
Longwy  CL  +  J  so  1961  w  100  47  000  8  700 
Morbi han 
Au ray- CA  130  1971  G 100  .  700 
Qui be ron 82 
Department  Method  Daily  Date  of  Principal I  Catchment  Production 
through- commen- markets  ~area in  1972 
put  in  cement  terms  of  (tonnes) 
tonnes  of  ope- popula-
ration  tion 
t 
Nord  ! 
I  -- ! 
Douai  CL  +  J  100  1971 
! 
w 100  I  .  15  000 
' 
Mias  :  --
Lamorlays  CL  + J  50  1966  W  99,  CH  1:  .  4  385 
Pas-de-Cala  s 
Calais  CA  +  J  100  1958  .  80  000  . 
Arras  CA  50  1968  CH  60,  A 3D  90  000  7  000 
G 10 
Boulogne  CA  +  J  75  1974.  A 47,  G 41  ~  115  000  11  000 
<region>  B 12 
Plrenees-
Orientales 
Loucate-Le  CA  60  1968  w 100  15  000  1  300 
Barca res 
Vallespir  CA  +  J  30  1973  .  .  . 
Perpignan  CA  60  1974  .  .  . 
Rhone 
Lyon  CA  +  J  40  1966  G 100  .  1  000 
Saone-et 
Loire 
Cha lon-sur·  CA  +  J  90  1972  .  80  000  . 
Sa one 
Savoie 
Chambery  CL  80  1964  G 68,  A 27  .  1  529 
w 5 
Haute-Savoi~ 
Annecy  CA  180  1962  8  34,  F 22  90  000  2  415 
CH  27,  G 7 
Cruseilles  c  .  .  .  .  . 
Seine-Mari-
times 
Montville  CL  +  J  60  1969  A 79,  W  21  .  3  000 
Seine-et-
Marne 
Malun  CA  +  J  75  1969  A 57,  w  40~  78  000  11  160 
CH  2 
Coulom- CA  +  J  55  1970  w 100  41  000  6  400 
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